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Abstract

The meshless method Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is one of the pri-

marily developed numerical methods in the meshless methods family. It has been

proven to work well with problems of free surface fluid flows. For the purpose of

this thesis, the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method and its current capabilities

were studied. Using the obtained knowledge from the literature, a free surface fluid

flow application was implemented in the framework of KRATOS multiphysics. Some

well known benchmark problems were reproduced using the generated SPH solver.

The algorithm’s ability to catch the correct free surface evolution and obtain an accu-

rate pressure distribution of free surface problems were analyzed. Furthermore, some

programming aspects of coding for meshless methods were discussed from the compu-

tational workload point of view. Using the developed application, it was demonstrated

that in order to create a generic SPH fluid solver that is able to model any type of

fluid, some additional corrections must be applied to the SPH solution. These cor-

rections, although being very convenient to obtain good particle tracking of the fluid

motion, affect the pressure distribution of the flow excessively and make the weakly

compressible SPH method untrusted for the pressure results of fluid flow problems.
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1 Nomenclature

Throughout this thesis, Latin or Greek letters are used to stand for functions or vari-

ables.

The letters written in bold indicate vectors, while the ones written normally donate

scalar variables.

When a vector is given with only a single subscript ( like ui ) , they belong to a single

particle. If it is given with two subscripts ( like uij ), then they stand for the result of the

subtraction of the two vectors, i.e. ui − uj.

Below a table showing the most commonly used letters and symbols throughout this

thesis can be seen.

Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning

u Velocity Vector p Pressure

i The particle considered j The neighbour particle

νE Effective Kinematic Viscosity ∆t Time Step

µ Dynamic Viscosity α, β Coefficients of artificial viscosity

W The Kernel Function ∇W The Gradient of Kernel

ρ Density Fe Body Force

r Position Vector r Scalar Distance between Particles

∆s Initial Spacing c0 Sound Speed

h Kernel Radius m Particle mass

n Unit Normal Vector τ Shear Stress

f General Field Variable Bi Boundary force of particle i

Ni Number of Neighbours of i ζ Density variation

Πij Artificial viscosity term σ Stress Tensor
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2 Introduction

The simulation and analysis of fluid flows with a free surface is a pyhsical phenomenon

that has been under research for a significant amount of time. In the recent years, the

research area of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), which is the part of the general

physics branch Fluid Mechanics that seeks solutions to fluid flow problems using numer-

ical methods and computational algorithms, has gained popularity and broadness with

the increasing computational power of computer processers. Free surface flows, being an

important member of the fluid flows family, have been investigated deeply with differ-

ent types of approaches using the numerical methods, and many effective solutions were

developed.

The advances in the computer technology increased the interest in simulations obtained

by the computational methods, and the mathemetical science branch of numerical methods

was also expanded deeply in the ultimate years. The most common numerical method

Finite Element Method (FEM) has been widely developed, and based on its principles

many different methods were derived. The fluid flow problems include big deformations

of the domain with large displacements, therefore meshbased methods like FEM applied

with the Lagrangian approach fail to model these problems accurately mainly because

of large mesh distortions. Methods like PFEM that use FEM together with remeshing

algorithms to keep a good quality mesh were used to model fluid flows [1], however the

remeshing of the domain is a big drawback when computational effort is considered. As

a result of the will to track the large displacements occuring in these types of problems,

a new family of numerical methods were born: the Meshless Methods (MMs). The MMs

evade the connectivity of the nodes therefore are effective tools for the solutions with the

Lagrangian approach that involves large displacements like fluid flow problems.

This thesis focuses on a specific numerical method from the meshless methods family,

namely the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). SPH is the very first meshless

method that was primarily developed to simulate astrophysical problems [2] and later on

applied to free surface fluid flow problems [3]. It is acknowledged as a fully explicit and

rather robust method, however some instabilities exist in its structure and due to the

use of a stiff state equation the obtained pressure results contain noise. The inaccuracy of

pressure results is a drawback, however its ease of programming and full explicit algorithm,

together with the natural tracking of deformable boundaries makes it a desired method.

The main aim of this thesis is to develop a generic SPH application to simulate in-

compressible flows inside the body of the KRATOS multiphysics framework (see chapter

6), that is able to imply the necessary boundary conditions with ease, so that free surface

flows like dam break problems can be modelled. In order to reach this goal, the research

done on the method by the investigators up to the current date was comprehended and its
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methodology was implemented using programming techniques with the hope of generating

a generic SPH solver with all its useful tools, that is able to simulate the free surface flow

of a desired type of fluid while obeying the natural physics of the problem as much as

possible.

As a part of this work, the developed algorithm was tested by means of convergence

and accuracy using some benchmark problems existent in the literature. The effectiveness

of proposed modifications were tried to be verified by reproducing the examples and com-

paring the results. The benchmark test values were compared with the obtained results

in order to test the accuracy of the method.

The algorithm was also examined from the computational point of view. Computa-

tional workload analyzing techniques were used to determine the part of the algorithm

that determines the cost of the work, and it was tried to be optimized so that the final

product would be as robust as possible. When a choice had to be made for a part of the

algorithm, the election that would result in the least computational work was tried to be

chosen. The effects of the problem parameters on the total workload was also analyzed.

Finally, after many trials and modifications done on the code and with the help of the

comparisons with other methods and benchmark tests, the ability of SPH when tracking

the free surfaces was verified. Some conclusions were driven from the work done, which

will be explained in the last part of the thesis.

Concluding the introduction part, in the following chapter the state of art of the

numerical methods applied to fluid flows and the motivations of meshless methods will be

explained. Nextly in chapter 4, the SPH method will be introduced to the reader with all

its aspects and current developements. Following the general aspects and methodology

of SPH, the implementation of the method for fluid flow problems will be explained in

chapter 5 with all its details. Afterwards, the programs used and the coding aspects of

the work in order to develop the generic SPH fluid flow application will be detailed in

chapter 6. Following the explanation of the developed application, the results obtained

by it will be shown, analyzing the correctness and effectiveness with benchmark examples

in chapter 7. Lastly, the conclusions obtained as a result of this work will be stated in

chapter 8.
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3 The State Of Art - Free Surface Fluid Flows

3.1 The problem: Incompressible free surface fluid flows

Following the technology developments on computers in the middle of the 20th century,

the importance of numerical method solutions of real life problems became more and

more effective. The numerical solution approaches developed before the big advances in

computer tehnology that used to be inconvenient because of their heavy workload started

to be implemented on modern computers, and the effectiveness of these methods were

proved thanks to the modern computer technology.

The problem of incompressible fluid flows with a free surface is just one of these real

life problems that has been under research for a significant amount of time. These type

of flows appear commonly in dam structures in the form of spillways and water tunnels.

The spillway part of the dams are used to control the water level. The most common

types of spillway structures are shown in figure 1. The chute type of spillways get rid of

the excessive water through the top of the dam as seen in figure 1(a), while the bellmouth

(or morning glory) type spillways work through a constructed hole in the bottom of the

dam basin as seen in figure 1(b). Some other hydraulic structures that contain free surface

flows can be seen in figure 2. The channels constructed to divert water flow throughout

the construction of a dam may be constructed as a free surface flow channel as seen in

figure 2(a). Also aquedacuts that are mainly made for irrigation purposes are an example

of free surface flows (see figure 2(b)).

(a) Chute type Spillway (b) Bellmouth (Morning glory) type Spillway

Figure 1: Free surface type flows observed in dam spillways.

As we will be dealing with fluid flows, the well known Navier Stokes equations are

the equations that control the motion of the fluid. These equations are a system of two

separate equations: one that ensures the conservation of linear momentum, and another
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(a) An open surface channel (b) Aqueducts for irrigation purposes

Figure 2: Some Examples of Free Surface Flows observed in water structures.

one used to guarentee the conservation of mass.

The first Navier Stokes equation, which is the conservation of linear momentum, writ-

ten in the most general form is as follows:

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1

ρ
∇p+∇ · T + Fe (1)

where u is the velocity, ∂u
∂t is the rate of change of velocity with respect to time, u · ∇u is

the convective term and −1
ρ∇p is the pressure term with p being the pressure. The ∇ · T

is the divergence of the deviatoric stress tensor and the Fe is the body force, which for

our problem will be the gravitational acceleration. The purpose of this work is related

to incompressible flows, so the divergence of the deviatoric stress tensor ∇ · T can be

simplified. The Navier Stokes equation for incompressible flows takes the following form:

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1

ρ
∇p+∇ · (νE∇u) + Fe (2)

where νE is the effective kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The term u · ∇u, namely the

convective term, is the time independent acceleration of the fluid particles. The SPH

method that will be applied uses the lagrangian approach by moving the particles with

the fluid velocity (it will be explained later on in chapter 4). When the lagrangian approach

is used, this term is 0, so the final Navier-Sotkes equation that will be solved is:

∂u

∂t
= −1

ρ
∇p+∇ · (νE∇u) + Fe (3)

The second part of the Navier Stokes equations, namely the Continuity equation will

be used for ensuring the Conservation of Mass principle. The formulation is as follows:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (4)
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Notice that in some SPH approximations the density changes through time and it is

approximated at every step, so we keep the
dρ

dt
term. Equations 3 and 4 are the equations

to be discretized and solved using SPH. The application of SPH to these equations is

explained in chapter 5.

The key aspects and main difficulties of solving the incompressible fluid flows with a

free surface can be listed as:

• The evaluation of the free surface should be tracked efficiently

• The incompressibility has to be enforced with the minimum error possible.

• The boundary conditions have to be applied to the problem as exactly as possible.

As will be explained in this chapter of the thesis, different methods have different ways

to approach to these difficulties, and some are more effective than the others.

Nextly, the approaches to solve the Navier-Stokes equations existing in the literature

will be explained and the motivation for using the meshless methods will be cleared out.

3.2 Numerical Methods for Fluid Flows: A General Look

The Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Finite Differences Method (FDM) were the

milestones of the numerical methods area, seeking for the solutions of partial differential

equations controlling the natural physics of problems. The first applications of numerical

methods for fluid flow problems date back to 1960s. Since then, solutions of Navier-Stokes

equations with different numerical discretization methods have been developed, and this

area of research is getting broader day by day.

In the most general sense, the numerical methods applied to capture the behaviour

of fluid flows can be split into two main groups: Eulerian approaches and Lagrangian

approaches. An Eulerian approach works by discretizing all the spatial domain with a

fixed mesh structure (sometimes called the Eulerian grid), and solving the problem on the

nodes without moving them but keeping track of the fluid quantities passing through their

fixed positions. This type of numerical methods were applied to fluid flows earlier than the

Lagrangian methods. H.Harlow et al. applied the Finite Difference Method (FDM) ap-

proximations (which works on an Eulerian grid system) for space and time discretizations

to simulate open surface flows [4] in 1965. On the other hand, the Lagrangian approach

applies the fluid velocity on the nodes, causing the nodes to move inside the domain with

the present local velocity at their position. This is a material description of motion and

the nodes are material particles, not spatial points like in Eulerian description.

Following the Finite Differences Method applications, the Finite Volume Method (FVM)

was also applied for free surface fluid flows. T. Hino [5] applied this method on his work

about ship hydrodynamics. As he states in his work, FVM works with Eulerian cells with
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a fixed volume, such that a node’s control volume is considered as all the elements that

the node is a member of. As a fixed control volume is considered, the inside-outside fluxes

are used when solving the problem. When an Eulerian grid is used, the first of the Navier

Stokes equations (the conservation of linear momentum) has also the convective term. In

order to calculate this convective term on fixed Eulerian grid cells, an averaging on the

cell must be done. When this averaging is done on the cells with a discontinuity like a free

surface, the fluid attributes get smoothed out and inaccurate results occur. Because of

this reason, the cells of the Eulerian grid that the free surface is passing must be detected,

which is also necessary for assigning the Dirichlet boundary conditions for pressure. H.

Harlow [4] solved this problem by applying the Marker-and-Cell (MAC) method, which

involves addition of lagrangian particles into the domain. These additional particles move

with the fluid velocity interpolated at their positions, so that the position of the free sur-

face can be determined by the positions of these particles. Following his ideas, in order to

overcome the problem of free surfaces, W. Hirt et al. [6] developed the Volume Of Fluid

(VOF) method to catch the free surfaces. Later on the averaging functions were not used

on the cells that the free surface boundary passes so the solution is more accurate. skip the

averaging functions on them. another method of catching the free surfaces also exist for

Eulerian approaches. Y.C.Chang et al. [7] in their work derived a level-set formulation for

free surface flows, and made the finite difference discretization with the derived level-set

equations, so that the boundaries could be tracked efficiently.

The Lagrangian approach with the mesh based methods applied to fluid flows was

very troublesome, as large displacements cause low quality meshes, resulting in great

errors in calculation. The Particle Finite Element Method (PFEM) was developed in

order to overcome this error, and was succesfully applied to free surface flows [1]. The

method uses the classical FEM approach in the Lagrangian fashion to solve the governing

equations, and remeshes the fluid domain to overcome the problem of errors caused by

a heavily distorted mesh. This allows imposing the Dirichlet boundary conditions in the

natural way [1].

A mixture of the two approaches, Lagrangian and Eulerian, also exist. The Arbitrary

Lagrangian Eulerian method (ALE) was developed with the purpose of using the advan-

tages of both approaches. In ALE, the mesh moves with an arbitrary velocity related to

the fluid velocity, so that the nodes and real material points can be kept close. It was

applied to free surface flow problems, for example by Azzeddine Soulaimani et al. [8]. In

their work they were able to make a robust ALE model that was able to solve free surface

problems also in 3D.

Because of the drawbacks of using a mesh with problems involving large displacements,

meshless methods became a lot more popular in simulating the fluid flows. Nextly, the

Meshless Methods and the different approaches for fluid flow problems will be explained.
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3.3 Meshless Methods (MMs): Motivation and Current Level of Capa-

bility

The meshless methods avoid the use of a mesh, so the domain is discretized using only

nodes. As there is no existing mesh, there is no mesh based connectivity between the

nodes. Instead of it, the nodes carry special functions that are used to transfer properties

and attributes between the other nodes, and the partition of unity is done through these

functions. Sometimes, a background mesh is used in this process.

The main advantages and drawbacks of MMs against the classical meshbased methods

like FEM can be listed as following:

• The non-existence of the mesh gives a lot of advantages especially in flow problems

of fluid dynamics. Remeshing algorithms are not necessary, and this reduces the

computational cost of the algorithms significantly.

• The shape functions are not based on the elements or the connectivity as there is

no mesh. Instead of it, they are constructed on the nodes using certain functions

that depend on the distance of the neighbouring nodes to the considered node. It

is trivial to maintain the continuity of the shape functions, and it is also simple to

make them discontinuous if desired for special problems, however their construction

must be done at each time step. The resulting matrix systems and as a result all

the general procedure is more complex than the mesh based methods, which is the

reason that makes the MMs slower algorithms.

• The refinement is cheaper compared to meshbased mehods, as it only includes ad-

dition of nodes.

• The treatment of boundary conditions is rather complex for MMs when compared

to meshbased methods.

• The additional work of neighbour particle searching, or similar particle in area listing

is included, which in a sense replaces the connectivity properties that a mesh brings.

The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is the very first of the meshless methods

family (MMs), and thus created a new group of Numerical Simulation methods that work

without the need of a background grid or mesh structure. As this thesis is based on SPH

for free surface fluid flow simulations, the SPH method is explained with all its features in

chapter 4. The current part of the thesis is more focused on different meshless methods

and their advantages and disadvantages over SPH.

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the shape functions that exist in the

mesh based methods are often replaced by different types of interpolation functions that

are attached to the nodes. Different meshless methods have different ways of constructing
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Figure 3: The sketch showing the working principle of PIC method. Image taken from

[13].

these types of functions. These functions replace the effect of mesh connectivity, and make

the nodes interact with each other.

The usage of Moving Least Square (MLS) approximations in order to construct shape

functions is common in meshless methods. The MLS interpolants work by approximat-

ing a function by posing it as a polynomial of desired basis. It was firstly proposed by

Lancaster and K.Slakauskas [9]. These interpolants were primarily designed in order to fit

a polinomial into a set of points, and this usage was exploited in meshless methods, like

EFG as will be explained later.

Some meshless methods use a background mesh in order to be used in a part of their

algorithms. An example of this is the Element Free Galerkin method (EFG). Proposed

and applied by Belytschko et al. [10], the EFG method uses a background mesh in order to

solve the PDEs using Galerkin approximation procedure, and the node shape functions are

constructed using the MLS interpolants and weight functions. It was successfully applied

to fluid flow problems, and its convergence was demonstrated [11].

Another method that combines the meshless particles with a background mesh is the

Particle in Cell (PIC) method. It dates to the anterior of most of the numerical methods

by being developed at 1955 by H.Harlow [12]. The method works by solving the partial

differential equations at mesh points and interpolating them to the particles that fall inside

the mesh elements. At the next step, the field variables at mesh points are obtained using

the field values of the particles that fall inside that particular cell. A sketch showing the

working principle of the method can be seen in figure 3.

The PIC method is the only method with a meshless nature that dates before the SPH

method, however it is not the first meshless method as it requires the construction of the

background mesh, which are called cells in this case. Just like the EFG method,using a

background mesh causes the method to lose its completely meshfree feature, and requires
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the extra work of generating a fine background mesh when accuracy is needed.

Although not originally developed for fluid flows, another meshless method exists under

the name Discrete Element Method (DEM). It has been used to model granular solids [14].

The DEM model discretizes the domain using particles that have physical volume, unlike

SPH where particles are only interpolation points. The DEM method solves the problem

using contacts, such that when particle volumes cross they affect each other.

The meshless particle method that is probably closest to the SPH method is the Moving

Particle Semi-Implicit Method (MPS). It was succesfully applied to incompressible free

surface flows by different researchers [15, 16]. The MPS method is similar to SPH, however

it has a semi-implicit structure against the original SPH’s full explicit structure. Also,

the approximations for the differential operators are different than SPH. SPH takes the

derivative of the Kernel function for such purposes (see section 4.3), while the MPS uses

a weighted averaging process. The semi-implicit nature of MPS is similar to the more

recent versions of SPH which solves a linear system to solve for pressure, namely the

Incompressible SPH (ISPH) method (explained in chapter 4).
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4 The Method - Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

4.1 Introduction to SPH: General Aspects

The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method (SPH) was firstly developed in 1977

by Lucy and improved by Gingold and Monaghan in the same year [13], for the main

purpose of simulating astropyhsical problems like formation of galaxies and stars. SPH is

a Meshless Method to obtain numerically approximated solutions of differential equations.

It is considered to be the first in its area of Meshless Methods as it is the first method that

all the solution is carried out on the nodes without the use of any background mesh. It has

a fully Lagrangian nature, such that every particle moves with the velocity obtained at

its point at that time instance, while carrying certain attributes with it. It has been used

to model many types of problems. Some of the research done on the capabilities of the

method up are the following: modelling astrophysical problems [17, 18], the shock waves

and evaluation of underwater explosions [19, 20, 21], supersonic turbulence and magneto-

hydrodynamics [22] and interactive fluid simulator applications for animations and video

games [23]. G.R. Liu et al. wrote an explanatory book about the methodology and uses

of SPH method [13], which was widely used during the development of ideas throughout

this thesis. Especially in the last years, it started to be used widely to model fluids by

discretizing the Navier Stokes equations. Its easy implementation is a big advantage, how-

ever, as will be explained in this chapter, it has many variables to be selected and getting

a stable solution is not trivial.

SPH was firstly developed as a probabilistic particle method, and then modified as a

deterministic method [13]. In SPH method, the fluid domain is represented by particles

of fixed mass, and varying density. Due to this nature of the method, the particles do

not have a physical volume, so a particle contact is not considered. In other words, the

particles of SPH are simply interpolation points moving through spacing caused by the

acceleration coming from the driving forces. The physical boundaries of the problem are

also represented by particles like fluid particles, that are unable to move (for detailed

explanation of the boundary particles, please refer to section 5.5.1).

The inspiration of the method comes from the Monte Carlo methods, which are sta-

tistical methods that use random sampling. The Monte Carlo method can be simply

explained by the following famous example of approximating π:

–Imagine a circle inscribed in a square. If we distribute a number of points randomly

on this square, and than divide the number of points that fell inside the square to the

total number of points, we would acquire an approximation of the ratio of the circle to

the square, which is π/4. If we increase the number of the random points, the result will

eventually converge to the real value.

The SPH method has a similar problem approaching methodology, and considers the
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integral representation of a function and replaces the dirac-delta function with a distri-

bution function (later will be called Kernel or Weight functions, see section 4.2). In the

following, the SPH method’s methodology of derivation will be summarized as explained

in [13].

Consider the integral representation of the value of function f at a random point x :

f(x) =

∫
f(x′)δ(x− x′)dx′ (5)

with the dirac-delta function δ being 1 when x = x′, and 0 elsewhere. The SPH method

replaces the dirac-delta function with a weighting Kernel function, in other words partion-

ing the unity of the dirac-delta function to a circular area (considering a 2D case, a line

for 1D and a sphere for 3D). Using this approximation, the previous equation becomes:

f(x) ≈
∫
f(x′)W (x− x′, h)dx′ (6)

Note that as long as the newly introduced function W is not the dirac-delta function,

this would be an approximation. This approximation can be described as, the total value

of f at point x is distributed around the point x using a function, namely the weighting

or Kernel function. The details of Kernel functions will be discussed in section 4.2.

In the SPH method, all domain is represented by a set of particles that have a fixed

mass, which are assigned at the beginning and the number of particles is fixed. This allows

us to pass from the continuos integral representation shown above, to a discrete integral

approximation. The inifitesimal volume dx′ can be replaced by the particle volume ∆V ,

and it is related to the mass of the particle through its density as:

m = ∆V · ρ (7)

Now, the discrete form of the integral in equation 6 can be rewritten using the contributions

from all the particles as (j donates the contributing neighbour particle):

f(x) =
∑
j

f(xj)W (x− xj , h)∆Vj (8)

The similarity of the idea of SPH with the methodology of the Monte Carlo method

is that, if the particle at location x has enough particles around it that give contributions

using an appropriate Kernel function, the approximation will have little error, and the

convergence should be achieved by increasing the number of particles. By rewriting the

last term in the previous equation using the relation in equation 7, the final form of the

SPH approximation is obtained, which is explained in the following paragraph.

According to the SPH method, the amount of quantity of f at a particle position r is

given by the total sum of all the contributions coming from all the particles in the domain,

which is shown by the following equation:

f(r) =
∑
j

mj ·
fj
ρj
·W (r− rj, h) (9)
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where the first term mj is the mass of the particle j (neighbouring particle), fj is the

amount of the quantity at the particle, it is divided by the particle’s density ρj , and W

is the weighting function (also known as Kernel function or window function). The h is

the effective radius, which is a measure of the area of influence of particle j, and is used

for forming the Kernel function. Lastly, rj is the position of the considered neighbouring

particle. As a note, although the positions in the upper formulation are written in bold, the

Kernel functions work with the absolute distance between the particles, generally named

as r only thorughout this thesis.

As can be seen, the collacative nature of SPH removes the needs of numerical integra-

tion, and its simplicity lets us work with high particle resolutions with todays computer

technology. Instead of integrals, collocative additions are done. As will be explained in

detail in chapter 6, this nature of the method gives the ease of programming, and advanced

programming techniques like parallel computing can be applied with ease.

In what follows, different aspects of SPH will be explained in detail.

4.2 Weighting (Kernel) Functions

The partition of unity is achieved using Kernel (or Weighting) functions in SPH. Other

meshless methods like the Finite Volume Particle Method (FVPM) also uses these type of

functions in order to distribute the field attributes at a point into a radius of choice [24].

The weighting functions of SPH are used to carry the necessary attributes to the nearby

particles like other meshless methods. They are an essential part of the SPH approxima-

tions, and control how the attributes of a particle are distrubuted on its surroundings.

There are several conditions that the weighting functions must fullfil in order to make

the approximation obey the Partition of Unity and not violate consistency [13]. They are

listed below:

• The first one is the normalization conditions, such that the area under the function

should add up to 1, so that the unity is distrubuted using the function. In other

words: ∫
W (x− x′, h)dx′ = 1 (10)

• Second is the Delta function property. As the weighting function is a replacement

for the dirac-delta function, as it gets narrower in the support, it should converge to

it. In other words:

lim
h−>0

W (x− x′, h) = δ(x− x′) (11)

• Third is the compact support condition, such that there is a limit within the weight-

ing function is effective, out of this limit it should return 0. This limit does not

necessarily has to be h, as some weighting functions are effective in limits as 2h or
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even 3h, but there has to be an upper bound of distance which limits the effective

area of the function.

• The Kernel function should always return positive values for a particle within its

support domain. This is called the Positiveness property.

• The Kernel should be decaying functions, such that the returned values should de-

crease with the incresing distance from the midpoint of the function, and this decay

should be smooth enough.

• The Kernels’ second derivative has a big effect on the stability of the solution [25].

Kernel functions that have very discontinuos 2nd derivatives alter the stability of

the solution.

• Lastly, it should be an even function, so that it should not be dependent of the sign

changes of the distance, as it should be exactly symmetric.

In the most general sense, there are two type of Kernel supports (the area that the

function is effective, i.e. different than zero), the Lagrangian and Eulerian one. As can

be understood from the names, the Lagrangian supports evolve in time depending on the

previous movements/effects done on the particles, while the Eulerian kernel supports keep

the support shape. This is illustrated in figure 4 , with the black circles showing the initial

Kernel supports, and the gray ones showing the kernel supports after the time step. Note

that the Lagrangian Kernels (figure 4(b)) change their shape when advanced in time, while

the Eulerian type supports (figure 4(a)) keep their initial shape and size.

(a) Eulerian Type (b) Lagrangian Type

Figure 4: The two types of Kernels are shown. The one on the left is the Lagrangian

Kernel, while the one on the right is the Eulerian. The difference between the two can be

seen clearly. Image taken from [26].
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The SPH method uses the Eulerian Kernels, which has the advantage to continue calcu-

lating even though there are large displacements without any modifications to the Kernel

support radius. However, the usage of Eulerian Kernel supports brings the instabilities to

the method [27]. The instabilities appear because of the truncation of the Kernel at the

boundaries, when a particle is close to the boundary the support of the Kernel is cut in the

boundary, so that the particle can not evenly distribute its unity among the domain. This

effect can be clearly seen on figure 5. Also another instability called the tensile instability

exist with the partition of unity in SPH. The sum of the shape funtion have noise around

1 even with perfectly placed nodes. These oscillations, that can be seen on figure 6, give

rise to instabilities when two particles are tensile, i.e. driven apart from each other. In

practical use, normalizations are applied to the approximations in order to overcome this

problem, which will be discussed later on in chapter 5.

It should be pointed out that using Eulerian Kernels has a computational advantage.

As modifying the shape of the Kernel support is avoided with this choice, the amount

of computational workload is less compared to working with Lagrangian Kernels. [13]

states that also other type of Kernel support shapes exist other than circular: for example

rectangular or ellipsoid influence areas could be assigned. However using the most general

circular shape was chosen for the application developed in this thesis.

Figure 5: The graph showing the shape functions and their sum, on a 1D domain with

equally placed nodes. Bacuase of the truncation of the Kernel near the boundaries, the

partition of unity is broken and instabilities arise. Figure taken from [26]
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Figure 6: The zoomed view of the sum of the shape functions from the previous figure

(figure 5). As can be seen, the partition of unity is not exact. This is called the tensile

instability. Figure taken from [26]

If the Kernels were to be divided into groups according to their shape, it can be said

that they exist in two groups; the bell-shaped kernels and the spiky type kernels. The

difference of them can be seen in figure 7.

(a) Bell-Shaped Kernel (b) Spiky Kernel

Figure 7: Classification of Kernels according to their shape. Different type of Kernels can

be seen. Notice the different behaviour of the derivatives. Images taken from [13].

The main difference between these two groups of Kernels is observed when the gradient
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of the Kernel is to be used. When the distance between two particles rij decreases, the bell-

shaped Kernels return smaller gradient values, while the spiky type Kernels give higher

gradient values. This can be clearly seen on figure 7. Sometimes this type of behaviour

of the derivative is inconvenient or physically incorrect. An example of this can be given

with two fluid particles approaching each other and the pressure interaction between them.

In such a case, the gradient of pressure which will be computed through the gradient of

the Kernel function will decrease, while physically it should increase. So, the spiky type

Kernels would be a better choice for this type of approximations. However, the spiky

type Kernels second derivative is problematic as usually they are constant or piecewise

constant functions, which effects the stability of the SPH solution and their accuracy is

lower compared to the bell-shaped Kernels [28]. When the second derivative is not a

continuos function, the approximations of the integral done by the smoothing functions

are more precise, provided that the particle disorder is not too high [29].

The Kernel functions’ output values are controlled by the ratio of the distance between

the two particles to the Kernel’s effective radius, i.e. r/h. The numerical examples per-

formed in this thesis are all in 2D, so the Kernels that will be formulated shortly are all

to be used in 2 dimensional simulations. When the number of dimensions increase, only

the multiplier coefficient in front of the formulation of the Kernel changes. The unit for

the Kernel functions’ returned value is 1 divided by the volume (1/V ), and as we will be

dealing with 2D simulations for our case it is 1/m2. In this thesis, various Kernels were

introduced and each of them were tried in the simulations to approximate variables like

density, gradient of pressure or the divergence of velocity. The used Kernels that were

programmed to the structure of the application developed can be seen in the following

list:

• C2 Cubic Spline Kernel

W (r, h) =
10

7πh2
·


1− 1.5(r/h)2 + 0.75(r/h)3 if 0 ≤ (r/h) < 1,

0.25(2− r/h)3 if 1 ≤ (r/h) < 2,

0 if 2 ≤ (r/h).

(12)

• 3rd order Spiky Kernel

W (r, h) =
10

πh5
·

(h− r)3 if 0 ≤ (r/h) < 1,

0 if 1 ≤ (r/h).
(13)

• 6th order polynomial Poly6Kernel

W (r, h) =
4

πh8
·

(h2 − r2)3 if 0 ≤ (r/h) ≤ 1,

0 if 1 < (r/h).
(14)
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• Quintic Spline Kernel

W (r, h) =
7

478πh2
·



(3− (r/h))5 − 6 · (2− (r/h))5 + 15 · (1− (r/h))5 if 0 ≤ (r/h) < 1,

(3− (r/h))5 − 6 · (2− (r/h))5 if 1 ≤ (r/h) < 2,

3− (r/h))5 if 2 ≤ (r/h) < 3,

0 if 3 ≤ (r/h).

(15)

• Quadratic Kernel

W (r, h) =
2

πh2
·

(3/16) · (r/h)2 − 0.75 · (r/h) + 0.75 if0 ≤ (r/h) ≤ 2,

0 if 2 < (r/h).
(16)

• Gaussian Kernel

W (r, h) = (1/πh2) · e−(r/h)2 (17)

On the formulations of the Kernels shown above, r denotes the distance between the

considered and the neighbour particle, while h denotes the effective radius of the Kernel.

For all the simulations, h is taken as same for all the particles, so that every particle has

the same effectiveness for the contribution of the considered attribute. One important

thing that has to be noted here is that, although h is named as “Effective Radius” of

a Kernel, it is not a direct measure of the effective area of the Kernel. As can be seen

above, some Kernels are effective for ranges of 1h, while some are effective for 2h and the

Quintic Kernel (equation 15) is effective for 3h. The more area the Kernel is effective, the

smoother the nodes distribute the attributes that they carry to the neighbouring nodes.

This is well desired, however using a smoother Kernel causes the particles have more

neighbours, thus the process to search for the neighbours and the loops for summations

over the neighbours take more time. A detailed analysis of this phenomenon is presented

in section 5.6 together with the neighbour searching algorithm. Almost all of the Kernels

are bell shaped, except equations 13 and 16 which are Spiky Kernels.

Throughout this work, the h of each particle was kept constant during the simulations.

Changing the h of a particle would be changing the importance or effectivity of the particle

directly. Adjustments depending on certain conditions on the effective radius h is present

in the research history of the SPH method [13], however when simulating incompressible

flows this is not necessary [3]. The major drawback of such adjustment would be not being

able to use optimized search algorithms (see section 5.6). Also, additional computational

work would be required to make these changes in the value of h for each particle.

The last kernel described in equation 17 does not have a compact support as can

be seen. It converges to 0 wıth the increasing radius but there is no certain point that it

vanishes. Due to programming concerns a Kernel must have an effective radius assigned, so
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the support is cut at a point in order to make it finite. Because of this, the Partiton of Unity

is not exact. However, this was the very first Kernel suggested by Monaghan [13], so its

effectiveness was wanted to be tested. One advantage of this Kernel is that it is infinetely

derivable, so it can be used when higher order derivatives are under consideration.

When the gradient of a Kernel is needed, it is simply calculated as shown below in

equation 18 , where rij denotes the difference of two particle positions, i.e. ri − rj.

∇iW (r, h)ij =
rij
|rij |

· ∂Wij

∂ri
(18)

Notice that as it is the gradient of a scalar function, the result is a vector.

4.2.1 Kernel Type Choice

The Kernel choice used for the simulation is one of the most important aspects of

SPH simulations, as it is the main body of the approximation done for the field variables.

The best choice of the weighting function is a problem dependent issue, as the Kernel

functions affect the accuracy and the computational cost of the method deeply. It may be

a good practice to choose different Kernel functions for different types of approximations.

In our problem, at each step SPH approximations for density, gradient of pressure and

the viscosity term (which involves a Laplacian, see section 5.2.4) will be performed. The

programming was done in such a way that a different Kernel can be selected for the

mentioned approximations.

As will be seen in chapter 7, for the example problems different Kernels were tried

and different conclusions were obtained. Although the main difference between the Kernel

type choices are demonstrated on the results, clearing out some aspects of Kernels was

seen as necessary here in this part of the thesis.

Some Kernels are better than others from the mathematical point of view, by con-

sidering properties like the continuity and smoothness of both the Kernel function and

its derivatives. One obvious aspect about the Kernel choice is that higher order Kernels

are better than lower order ones. When a fixed effective radius h is considered, among

the bell shaped Kernels, it can be said that the Quintic Spline Kernel (equation 15) is

superior to the C2 Spline Kernel (equation 12) as it is derived in a higher order scheme.

Moreover, using lower order splines has the disadvantage of having the second derivative

as a piecewise-linear function and this effects the stability of the SPH method [25].

A point that has to be highlighted is the different radii of effectiveness of the Kernels.

It would not be a good decision to mix Kernels of differenet effective radiuses in the same

simulation as it would cause an unreal effect when 2 particles are interacting when the

gradient of pressure is calculated but not interacting with density approximations.

For the approximations of the pressure gradient, either the 3rd order Spiky or the
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Quadratic Kernels would be a good choice because of their derivatives’ behaviour. How-

ever, as explained previously the stability limits of these Kernels are lower. The same

thing applies for the viscous term, however when only a Kernel’s output value is to be

used, the two main types of Kernels return similar results. The real effect of the Kernel

choice in the solution will be explained in more detail with examples in chapter 4.

4.2.2 The choice of Kernel radius

The Kernel radius choice is another important aspect regarding the accuracy and the

stability of the SPH method. As it was explained it section 4.2, the choice of the Kernel

changes up to which effective radius h the particles will have neighbours, so the choice of

h should be done according to the choice of the type of Kernel.

For Kernels that are effective up to only 1h of distance like the Poly6 (equation 14) or

Spiky (equation 13), the Kernel effective radius to the initial spacing ratio h/∆s should

be at least 2 in order to give the particles enough neighbours to represent the physics of

the problem. For Kernels that are effective up to 2h radius like the Cubic Spline Kernel

(equation 12), this ratio can be set as lower, and when the Kernel with the biggest effective

radius, the Quintic Kernel (equation 15) is used, this ratio can be set as low as 1.3.

The main concern when setting a Kernel radius is that, a particle should have enough

amount of neighbours to accurately approximate the values. Obviously, the more the

neighbours the better would be the simulation, however setting an excessive Kernel radius

would cause a big increase in the computation time. This is mainly because of the fact that

the neighbour searching takes the majority of the time of the computation (see sections

5.6 and 6.2.2). Moreover, the more neighbours a particle has, the more iterations will

be performed over the neighbours to calculate the field variables. Therefore, the Kernel

radius should be selected with attention, so that the smoothing is enough but not excessive

to slow down the computation time.

4.3 Approximations for the Divergence, Gradient and Laplacian Oper-

ators using SPH

As well as approximating an attribute or a field quantity, SPH can also be used to

make approximations to the Divergence, Gradient and Laplacian of field variables. In

this section, different techniques and formulations to approximate these operators will be

discussed. As will be explained, different types of approximations have different advantages

and disadvantages.

The Divergence operator can be approximated using SPH by a straightforward method,

by directly replacing the weighting kernel with its gradient, and performing a dot product

with the rest of the terms, as :
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∇ · fi =
∑
j

mj

(
fj
ρj

)
· ∇W (rij, h) (19)

Other forms of approximations for the Divergence operator exist. In [13], two other

ones are given as :

∇ · fi =
1

ρi

∑
j

mj (fj − fi) · ∇W (rij, h)

 (20)

∇ · fi = ρi

∑
j

mj

(
fj
ρ2j

+
fi
ρ2i

)
· ∇W (rij, h)

 (21)

The good thing about the above 2 formulations is that, the divergence of the wanted

quantity f appears in the form of paired particles, so that when symmetry of the interaction

of the particles is desired, they have a great advantage over the basic approximation shown

in eqaution 19.

Similarly, there are many ways to approximate a function’s Gradient or Laplacian using

SPH. Colin et. al. [30] made a study about the effectiveness of the different formulations

for the gradient and laplacian approximations using the SPH method. In this part of the

thesis, the ideas from the relevant work are summarized.

The simplest and straightforward way to formulate the gradient operator using SPH

is directly replacing the weighting function with the Gradient of the weighting function,

as follows:

∇fi =
∑
j

mj

(
fj
ρj

)
∇W (rij, h) (22)

The above formulation in equation 22 is known as the Basic Gradient approximation.

It is the simplest gradient approximation.

Certain mathematical properties of the Gradient operator involved equations can be

used to derive different formulations for approximating these operators in SPH. By using

the derivation of a product rule (∇(ρf) = ρ∇f + f∇ρ) and discretizing each gradient term

by equation 22, the following approximation formula can be derived:

∇fi =
1

ρi

∑
j

mj(fj − fi)∇W (rij, h) (23)

The above formulation for approximating the Gradient operator is called the Difference

Gradient Approximation. It is shown to perform better than the basic approximation and

is much more accurate [30], however it has problems when dealing with symmetric forces.

Notice that the particle i does not give the same effect to particle j as particle j gives to

i. Because of this reason, it violates the Newton’s action-reaction principle as it does not

give symmetric results (see section 5.2.2 for more information on this matter).
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Similarly, if the derivation of a division rule

(
∇
(
f

ρ

)
=
ρ∇f − f∇ρ

ρ2

)
is used with the

same discretizing made for 23 applied to each term, the following symmetric formulation

for approximating the Gradient operator can be obtained:

∇fi = ρi
∑
j

mj

(
fi
ρi

+
fj
ρj

)
∇W (rij, h) (24)

The above formulation is called the Symmetric Gradient Approximation. It is less accurate

than the previous one, however respects the Newton’s third law of motion and conserves

the linear momentum [2]. As a result, it was chosen as approximation of the gradient

operator in this thesis.

Several tests for accuracy of the mentioned methods were done in [30]. The ability

of the different gradient approximation formulas on functions of 0, 1st and 2nd order on

2D were tested. These tests show that the Difference Approximation (equation 23) is the

most accurate one among all, however its non-symmetric behaviour is a drawback. The

Symmetric Gradient approximation (equation 24) was identified as the one with the most

error, however its symmetric behaviour is an advantage to ensure that consistency is not

violated.

Similar formulations were developed for the laplacian. Just like the Basic Gradient Ap-

proximation (equation 22), a Basic Laplacian Approximation exists, by directly replacing

the weighting function with its Laplacian as follows:

∇2fi =
∑
j

mj

(
fj
ρj

)
∇2W (rij, h) (25)

The drawback of the above equation is that, if the second derivative of the Kernel

is piecewise, it provides results of low accuracy. [30] has developed a new form for the

Laplacian by applying the product rule twice which is formulated as follows:

∇2(ρifi) = fi(∇2ρi) + ρi(∇2fi) + 2∇fi · ∇ρi (26)

Using the above relation, the ∇2f was isolated and the rest of the terms were approxi-

mated with Difference Gradient Approximation (equation 23), so that the final formulation

could be written as follows:

∇2fi =
1

ρi

∑
j

mj(fj − fi)
(
∇2W (rij, h)− 2

ρi
∇W (rij, h) · ∇ρi

)
(27)

The above formulation is named as the Difference Laplacian approximation. It was

proved on a 2nd order 2 dimensional function by [30] and was proved to be more accurate

than the Basic Laplacian Apprixomation (equation 25).

Another discretization for the Laplacian also exists in the SPH literature, which is

obtained by aplying the divergence operator, and then obtaining the gradient with a finite
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difference approximation [25, 31]. This approximation for the Laplacian operator reads as

follows:

∇2fi =
2

ρi

∑
j

mj
(fj − fi)rij · ∇W (rij, h)

r2ij + η2
(fj − fi) (28)

where the parameter η is usually taken as 0.1h. One advantage of using this formulation

from the programming point of view is the Laplacians of the Kernels can be avoided from

programming as they are not directly used.Also as explained earlier in this chapter, using

the second derivative of the Kernel can be problematic for some Kernels, and the above

equation avoids this, which can be pointed out as the biggest advantage. Due to these

reasons, in the development of the SPH application in this thesis, this approximation was

used for approximations involving the Laplacian (see section 5.2.4).
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5 The Problem - Solving Fluid Flows using SPH

In this chapter of the thesis, the discretization and solution procedures for incompress-

ible free surface flows using SPH will be explained. In chapter 3, the problem description

and the final equations to be solved were explained. The incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations in the Lagrangian form are the equations under consideration. The terms in the

equations are explained below:

1

ρ

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · u = 0 (29)

∂u

∂t
= −1

ρ
∇p︸ ︷︷ ︸

pressure term

+∇ · (νE∇u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
viscous term

+ Fe︸︷︷︸
body force

(30)

The above applications will be solved at each step for every particle. The approaches

for approximation of each term using SPH method are explained later in this chapter (see

section 5.2).

The SPH particles are created using the nodes of a structured mesh, by assigning the

relevant masses to the nodes. In order to calculate the amount of mass for each node,

the total modelled fluid area is multiplied by the density and assigned to the fluid nodes

equally. The creation of the fluid and boundary particles is explained in detail with the

programming aspects in chapter 6.

As we will be dealing with fluids, the variables are the common variables of CFD.

Depending on the solution precedure, some of these attributes will be fixed throughout

the simulation, while others will be calculated and modified at every time step. In the

programming level, some additional variables are added to this list to help the set up

and control of the problem, like the percentage of density variation. For a full list of the

variables of a particle please refer to chapter 6.

The list of variables that the particles carry for the solution of the equations are as

follows:

• Mass (always fixed)

• Density (variable in WCSPH, fixed in ISPH)

• Pressure (always variable)

• Viscosity (variable for non-Newtonian fluids, fixed for Newtonian fluids)

• Effective radius h (fixed)

The two most common algorithms, The WCSPH (Weakly comprressible SPH) and

ISPH (Incompressible SPH) will be explained in this section. Only the WCSPH algorithm
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was implemented in the solver at the current stage of the application. Both methods start

with the creation of the SPH particles from a structured triangular mesh, by assigning

necessary sizes of mass to the particles so that they represent the desired amount of the

fluid. The structural SPH particles, explained in section 5.5.1, are also created in the

beginning of the simulation together with fluid particles.

The main difference between the methods is the way they implement the incompress-

ibility. In WCSPH, an equation of state is used so that the density changes can be reflected

to pressure changes for the sake of obtaining the incompressible behaviour. ISPH involves

the linear system solution of a poisson equation in order to obtain the pressures. Different

time advancing methods were proposed for both of the methods. For WCSPH Forward

Euler scheme is used more commonly, however for ISPH Centered Approximation is used.

The two different methods have slightly different time step restrictions, which are explained

in section 5.4.

5.1 SPH algorithms for fluids

5.1.1 WCSPH Algorithm

The weakly compressible SPH algorithm (WCSPH) is the firstly developed algorithm

of the method. It uses a state equation to link the densities to the pressures of the

particles. It is a fully explicit method. In this thesis, the WCSPH algorithm with all its

modifications existing in the literature were implemented in the created SPH application.

At this part, only the general flow of the algorithm will be explained. The details and

additional corrections will be explained later in section 5.3.

Firstly, the new step velocity is calculated by using the current step values as follows :

un+1 = un +

(
−1

ρ
∇pn +∇ · (νE∇un) + Fe

)
∆t (31)

After calculating the new velocity, positions are updated, and the new step density is

calculated by either using the collocative (equation 41) or the continuum (equation 42)

approach. [31] prefers to use the continuum approach.

rn+1 = rn + un+1∆t (32)

ρn+1 = ρn − ρn(∇ · un+1)∆t (33)

Lastly, the new step pressures are updated using the state equation:

pi =
ρ0 c0

2

γ

((
ρi
ρ0

)γ
− 1

)
(34)

Different forms of state equations exist, which are explained in detail in section 5.3.5.

Handling of each term in the equations are explained later on in this chapter.
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The main advantage of the WCSPH algorithm is that it is completely explicit, so

the computational cost to finish a single step is lower than ISPH. However, the timestep

restrictions are tighter than ISPH. Correct parameters to obtain a good simulation are not

trivial to find, and they are very problem dependent. Also, possibly the biggest drawback

is the lower time step restriction due to the usage of soundspeed (see section 5.4). The

pressure field suffers fluctuations because of the usage of the state equation, and the density

fluctuations have to be kept around 1% to encounter a good simulation as a rule of thumb.

In chapter 6 the coding of the algorithm will be explained.

5.1.2 ISPH Algorithm

Unlike its counterpart, ISPH is a semi-implicit method, as it involves the solution

of a linear system of equations at each step. The Incompressible SPH algorithm(ISPH)

algorithm considers the fluid as a truly incompressible one, i.e. the continuity equation

reduces to :

∇ · u = 0 (35)

So that, at the beginning of the simulation, all particles are given the material’s density

value, and the density is kept as fixed throughout the simulation.

In this algorithm, firstly an intermediate velocity for the particles is calculated using

all the forces except the pressure as:

u∗ = un + (∇ · (νE∇un) + Fe) ∆t (36)

Furthermore, the difference between the end-of-step velocity and the intermediate ve-

locity is related directly to the pressure force at the end of step n:

un+1 − u∗

∆t
= −1

ρ
∇pn+1 (37)

We know that the intermediate velocity is not divergence free, but the end-of-step velocity

is, so by taking the divergence of both sides, we end up with:

∇ ·
(

1

ρ
∇pn+1

)
=
∇ · u∗

∆t
(38)

The densities are constant in the ISPH algorithm, which allows us to carry it outside,

so that we can end up with the pressure equation:

∇2pn+1 =
ρ

∆t
∇ · u∗ (39)

The constructed linear system is solved at each time step to get the end of step pressures.

After having the end of step pressures, the velocity is updated using the pressure gradient,

that is:
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un+1 = u∗ −
(

1

ρ
∇pn + 1

)
∆t (40)

And the particle positions are moved so the next step can start.

5.2 Handling the terms in the Momentum equation

5.2.1 The Density Estimation

The estimation of the density of fluids in SPH can be done by two different approaches.

The first one is the Collocative Approximation, in which the most general form of SPH

(equation 9) is used to approximate the density of each particle. As the SPH formulation

already involves the density as a divisor, the formulation is simplified as:

ρi =
∑
j

mjW (rij, h) (41)

When this approximation is used, the reference density of a particle (ρ0) is assigned

using the same formulation at the starting configuration. This type of approximation is

problematic for free surface flows, as the density is unphysically low at the free surface. A

normalization exists to partly overcome this problem, which is explained later on in this

chapter (see section 5.3). It is more commonly used in applications where the particles of

SPH fill up all the space [25].

The other approach is the Continuum Approximation. In this case, the density for

each particle is assigned as the materials density at the start of the simulation and after

each time step, the continuity equation (equation 29) is used to obtain the change in

the density of each particle, by making an SPH approximation to the divergence of the

velocity. The equation to update the density is shown below:

ρn+1 = ρn − ρn(∇ · un+1)∆t (42)

In order to use this application of approximating the density, the reference density (ρ0)

for the simulation is taken as the material density directly. The problem of the continuum

approximation is that, due to the error done in the SPH approximation for the divergence

of the velocity, the Conservation of Mass is not exact [25]. However, as low number of

neighbours on the free surface does not create a problem, it is more suitable for SPH

applications like the one in this thesis.

In the results part of the thesis (chapter 7) both of the approaches have been used for

different problems, and the consequences have been shown to the reader.

5.2.2 The Pressure Gradient

The gradient of pressure was approximated using SPH following the formulations de-

scribed in section 4.3. In order to prevent the violation of Newton’s 3rd Law, a symmetric
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approximation should be used for the gradient of pressure, i.e. a particle exerting a pres-

sure force on a neighbouring particle should experience the same force with the inverted

sign on itself due to the presence of the considered neighbour particle. Following this idea,

the gradient of the pressure using the symmetric gradient approximation (equation 24)

was used. This approximation can be formulated as:

∇pi ≈ ρi
∑
j

mj

(
pi
ρi

+
pj
ρj

)
∇W (rij, h) (43)

By using this equation, the magnitude of the pressure force exerted by particle i on

particle j is the same as the one exerted on particel i by particle j, i.e. symmetry of

the forces is assured. This approximation was chosen in order to keep the simulation as

consistent and real as possible, by obeying the basic rules of physics.

5.2.3 The Approximation of the Divergence of the Velocity

When the continuity approximation for the density (equation 42) is used, the diver-

gence of the velocity has to be approximated using SPH. Different ways to approximate

the divergence of field variables using SPH were shown previously in section 4.3. For the

divergence of velocity, the equation 20 was suggested by [31] was chosen in this thesis,

as it involves the density differences in the forms of pairs. The formulation can be seen

below:

∇ · ui ≈ −
1

ρi

∑
j

mj(ui − uj) · ∇W (rij, h) (44)

The above equation also has the symmetric nature so obeys Newton’s 3rd Law which

makes it a favorable choice.

5.2.4 The Viscosity Term

The viscosity term appearing in the momentum equation ∇·(νE∇u) can be discretized

by a number of ways. As stated in [13] , it is not easy to obtain the second derivatives of

expressions using SPH, as the weighting functions have to carry the necessary properties.

The importance of having a smmoth second derivative of a Kernel is important in viscous

term, as it involced the Laplacian operator. The methods to apply the Laplacian operator

were described previously in chapter 4. As also mentioned there, programming the Lapla-

cian is not favored, so the Laplacian approximation with the combination of divergence

and finite difference approximation (see equation 28) was used for the discretization of the

viscous term of the momentum equation. The formulation for the term using this method,

as suggested by Monaghan and Cleary [32], is follows:
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∇ · (νE∇u)i ≈
∑
j

mj

(
8
νE,i + νE,j
ρi + ρj

uij · rij
r2ij + η2

)
∇iW (rij) (45)

Another way to discretize the viscous term is suggested by Morris et.al. [25], and is as

follows:

∇ · (νE∇u)i ≈
∑
j

mj

(
ρiνE,i + ρjνE,j

ρiρj

rij · ∇iW (rij)

r2ij + η2

)
uij (46)

The results from both approximations show little difference, but the second one is

claimed to perform better results [31], so the viscous term was discretized using equation

46 in this thesis for all the simulations.

5.2.5 The Body Forces

As SPH is a particle method that works with particles with constant mass, the body

forces acting on the fluid are applied directly on the particles without any modifications.

Although not present in this work, other types of external forces are also applied in this

way, which makes the application of the external forces such as gravity trivial.

The gravitational acceleration is taken as a problem parameter, and it is assigned to

each and every free particle in the beginning and kept as costant throughout the simulation.

5.3 Normalizations, Additional Corrections and Parameter Choices

5.3.1 Normalization for density

Inside an SPH simulation for fluids, when the density approximation is carried out by

the Collocative Method (see equation 41), the calculated density highly depends on the

amount of neighbours that a particle has and their distances from the particle. In certain

cases, a particle may be left with too little neighbours as it is near the free surface and

the Kernel gets truncated. G. R. Liu et. al. [13] state a normalization to be applied to

normalize the collacative density approximation, which can be formulated as:

ρi =

∑
jmjW (rij, h)∑
j
mj

ρj
W (rij, h)

(47)

For an inside particle with perfectly placed neighbours, the normalization term that

comes as a denominator to the approximation evaluates as 1, while for particles near the

free surfaces it is smaller than 1, which allows these particles to have a higher density, a

closer value to the real value. This normalization helps to cure the tensile instabilities.
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5.3.2 Normalization for the Momentum Equation

Similarly to the density approximation, G. R. Liu et. al. [13] state a normalization for

the momentum equation, again derived by Randles and Libersky in 1996. This normal-

ization is specifically applied to the approximation of the divergence of the stress tensor,

in other words the pressure and viscous terms. The formulation, taken directly from [13]

can be seen below:

(∇ · σ) =

∑
j
mj

ρj
(σi − σj)⊗W (rij, h)∑

j
mj

ρj
(ri − rj)⊗W (rij, h)

(48)

The normalization term, which is the denominator of the above equation, is a matrix this

time. And for each particle, it has to be inverted and multiplied by the divergence of the

stress tensor vector approximated using SPH. This normalization allows linear fields of

stresses to be produced [13].

Notice that, both for the density and the momentum equations, the normalization

terms depend only on position, mass and density of the particles.

5.3.3 Velocity Corrections and Artificial Displacements

The uniformity of the particle positions is an essential in SPH formulations, as when a

particle is left with a very small amount of neighbours, the error made in approximations

increases as the partition of the unity is harder to be reproduced.

In problems that the particles fill up all the domain throughout the simulation, the

non-uniformity of particles or large variety of neighbours is less likely to occur. However,

as in this thesis we are dealing with open surface flows, the particles experience large

displacements, and they can easily end up in a highly nonuniform pattern, such that

some particles are clustered with many neighbours while some are left without neighbours.

Several correction methods have been proposed to deal with this problem in the literature.

G. R. Liu et. al. [13] in their book state that, when a state equation linking the pressure

to the density changes of the particle is used like in our case, the following correction to

the velocity helps to keep the particles in order:

ui(moving) = ui − ε
∑
j

mj

ρj
uijW (rij) (49)

where ε is a constant between 0 and 1. For incompressible flows, it was suggested to be

taken as 0.3 in [13].

In his paper [3], Monaghan had used a very similar velocity correction for the moving

velocity of the particles, formulated as follows:

ui(moving) = ui − ε
∑
j

mj

ρij
uijW (rij) (50)
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with the only difference being the density term, instead of only the neighbour density ρj ,

he used the average of the two densities ρij = 0.5(ρi + ρj). In [3], ε is suggested to be

taken as 0.5.

M. Shadloo et al. [33] suggested another way to handle the clustering problem. After

the particles are moved, an artificial displacement vector, ∆ri is calculated for each particle

as follows:

∆ri = β
∑
j

rkij
r3ij

∑
j

rij
Ni

2

umax∆t (51)

where β is a problem dependent parameter suggested as 0.01 so that this displacement is

not excessive to affect the pysics of the problem [33]. It is also stated that with the odd

function
rkij
r3ij

and a perfect particle distribution, the sum of this odd function will be equal

to 0, however when uniformity of the particle distribution is not present it will differ from

0. From a computational view, this way to handle the problem requires more work, as an

additional loop is needed for the calculation of the term
∑
j

rij
N

for each particle.

It should be noted that the velocities obtained after these corrections are to be used

for moving the particles only. The begginning of step velocities for the next step are again

the unmodified velocities of the particles. In this sense, these corrections are done in order

to keep the particles in order, not to alter their velocities.

5.3.4 Introduction of an Artificial Viscosity

Firstly proposed by Monaghan [3], the Aritificial Viscosity was used to permit mod-

elling shocks [25] and it also helps to stop the unphysical particle penetrations [13]. It is

included into the momentum equation through the pressure gradient term, by putting the

additional artificial viscosity Πij inside the paranthesis with the pressure terms coming

from the particles (see equation 43).

The formulation of the artificial viscosity is as follows:

Πij =


−αc0φij+βφ2ij

ρij
if vij · rij < 0,

0 otherwise.
(52)

where the term φij can be formulated as:

φij =
hvij · rij
r2ij + η2

(53)

where α and β are constants that are usually set around 1 [13]. The first part of the

equation with the α term is for producing a bulk viscosity and the β term is for stopping

particles penetrating together.
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The advantage of using this artificial viscosity is that it guarentees the conservation

of angular momentum, which is important for high fluid velocities and fluids with an

unbounded edge [25]. It was proven to dissapear in perfect rotation [3].

In the early stages of the applications of SPH for fluid flows, inviscid behaviour was

considered (so the Euler equations were solved) and the above term was applied as an

additional viscous effect. When the real viscosity is included in the simulations, like in our

case, [13] suggests the drop of the first term in the artificial viscosity, the α term, and says

that keeping the β term will help stopping unphysical particle penetration. As will be

seen in the results later on (chapter 7), it is useful especially when flows with low viscosity

is modelled, by keeping the particles away from each other it increases the stability.

5.3.5 The Choice of State Equation

As explained in the work flow of the weakly compressible SPH algorithm (see section

5.1.1), the pressure of the individiual particles is linked to the changes in its density.

Different forms of thermodynamic state equations have been proposed in the literature.

The most common two equations were implemented for the purpose of this work.

The first state equation that was used to enforce the incompressibility throughout the

fluid flow has the following form:

pi =
ρ0 c0

2

γ

((
ρi
ρ0

)γ
− 1

)
(54)

where γ is a coefficient. It is mostly taken as 7 for WCSPH algorithms [3, 34, 31]. Changing

this γ coefficient would increase or decrease the stiffness of the state equation. For example,

[25] desires to take the γ coefficient as unity when moddling flows with low Reynolds

Numbers, saying that this way the pressure estimates are more accurate.

An alternative form of the State equation also exist in the literature, with the following

form:

pi = c0
2 (ρi − ρ0) (55)

which was used by certain researchers [23].

The first equation of state, equation 54 seemed to perform better in most of the

simulations existent in this work, although both of the equations yield similar results. The

latter formulation is more common to be used with SPH simulations when the particles

fill all the space [34].

5.3.6 The Choice of Soundspeed

The soundspeed plays key role in simulations made with the weakly compressible

SPH algorithm (WCSPH). As the incompressibility is achieved through a state equation
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(equation 34 or 55), the choice of soundspeed is the key to determine how incompressible

the fluid will be.

High values of soundspeed would obviously be good, by making the state equation

more stiff and having a very small Mach number, so that small density changes would lead

to high pressure changes and the incompressibility can be enforced strongly. However, as

can be seen in section 5.4 in equation 57, the increasing soundspeed would lead to smaller

time steps, thus increasing the computational cost and computation time. Moreover,

bigger soundspeeds tend to increase the noise formed in the pressure field [34].

As a general rule of thumb, the soundspeed should be chosen as at least 10 times the

maximum velocity, so that a Mach number of order 0.1 or smaller can be obtained [33, 3].

[33] states the following relation for the choice of the soundspeed in order to be a guideline:

c2 ≈ ϕ max

(
u2max
ζ

,
µ

ρ0

umax
L0ζ

,
F eL0

ζ

)
(56)

where ζ is the density variation, FB is the body force, ϕ is a problem dependent parameter

and L0 is the characteristic length scale. The soundspeed choice should be comparable

with the maximum of the above values so that problem parameters can be taken into

account of its eleccion. For the choices of soundspeed used in the examples of this thesis,

these rules were tried to be followed in the first trials of simulation.

Some researchers have found it convenient to use a different sound of speed for each

particle [33]. This approach was not implemented in the work of this thesis, as that would

mean setting different capabilities of compressibility to the particles, and alter the natural

physics of the fluid flows.

In some cases, good results were obtained even with soundspeeds that result in a Mach

Number bigger than 0.1. In such cases a lower value for the soundspeed was tried to be

used, so that computational efficiency can be maximized for that particular problem.

5.4 Time step restrictions

There are 3 main restrictions for SPH algorithms. These time step limits have to

obeyed to keep the simulation in consistent limits.

The first restriction is the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition (CFL), which restricts

the time step according to a reference velocity. It is a limit that is mainly controlled by

the chosen soundspeed value. Its formulation is as follows:

∆t ≤ 0.25
h

c0 + |umax|
(57)

where the umax is the maximum fluid velocity in the simulation. The soundspeed c0 is

only included when the ISPH algorithm is used. This time step restriction causes the

particles to move only a fraction of the maximum velocity, so that the particle order can
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be maintained. This fraction, which is taken as 0.25 in this work, exist in different choices

throughout the literature. [31] uses this coefficient as 0.4, and also excludes the maximum

velocity in the formulation of equation 57, so that relaxes the limit. A more conservative

approach was given by [33] as taking this coefficient a very small value, 0.125. [34] used

this coefficient as 0.25, and his choice was chosen CFL coefficient in this work as not to

be too stiff, and it performed fine.

The second time-step restriction is the mass force condition (MFC), linking the time

step to the maximum acceleration present on the particles, as :

∆t ≤ 0.25

√
h

|fmax|
(58)

where fmax is the maximum particle acceleration present in the simulation. Similarly to

the CFL condition, this time step restriction serves as a control of the time-step with the

particle movement, so that the particles may not make an excessive acceleration.

The last time step restriction is the viscous force condition(VFC), which serves as a

restriction of the time step that becomes important when fluids of high viscosity are under

consideration.

∆t ≤ 0.125
h2

νE
(59)

Notice that in the above formulation, the dynamic viscosity is used.

A remark about the coefficient of the timesteps should be done at this point. Notice

that the Kernel effective radius h appears in the formulations. As mentioned in section

4.2 some Kernels are effective up to more than 1h of distance. When considering these

Kernels, further decreasing of these coefficients can be considered, although in this work

it was not found necessary.

The time step is taken as the minimum of the above values for each time step in order

to maintain the stability and the accuracy of the solution. In certain cases the limits that

the restrictions put to the time step size are fixed for all the time steps, like the Viscous

force condition for a Newtonian fluid, while the MFC condition has to be calculated for

each particle at every time step and taken as the minimum, regardless of the method and

conditions.

5.5 Boundary Conditions

The application of the boundary conditions in SPH is not trivial, mainly due to the

fact that the method consists of discrete particles which carry Kernel functions, and these

Kernel functions supports, i.e. effective areas truncate near the boundaries, so the approx-

imations for the particles near the boundaries suffer errors. When the Kernel functions

truncate, the Partition of Unity is violated. This problem may be overcome by placing
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additional wall particles on the outer side of the domain, so that when a particle close to

the wall makes a SPH approximation, it has enough number of neighbours to approximate

the required field variable, especially when making its density estimation.

As we are dealing with free surface flows in this thesis, two types of boundary conditions

fall inside our interests, the imprevious walls and the free surfaces. The different ways to

implement these types of boundary conditions, and the consequences of these ways will

be explained further on in this section.

Other types of boundary conditions were also implemented for SPH in the literature.

For example, periodic boundary conditions for a flow with a fixed control volume can

be implemented, as done by M. Shadloo et. al. [33]. These type of periodic boundary

conditions are rather simple to implement, the particles going out from the exiting side of

the domain are simply exerted back inside to the domain from the entrance side, of course

by assigning the starting velocity again to the particle so that the entrance velocity is not

disturbed [33]. In this master thesis these types of boundary conditions were not needed,

so they were not implemented.

5.5.1 Fixed or Moving Imprevious Wall Boundaries

The imprevious wall boundaries are the most common types of boundaries for the

fluid flows, and the effectivity of the implementation of this type of boundary conditions

is essential to keep the natural physics of the problem.

The particles that model the impervious walls are just like the fluid particles; they

are created at the beginning of the algorithm and have a fixed mass and this mass is just

the same as the fluid particles. Different from the fluid particles, the positions of these

particles are fixed throughout the whole time of the simulation. They are included for the

density, pressure gradient and viscous term calculations. The only instant that they are

left out is when the divergence or gradient of the velocity at a particle is to be calculated.

Different ways to handle the wall boundaries using the fixed boundary particles have

been suggested in the literature of SPH throughout the years.

One way to handle them is using the ghost particles with artificial velocities, as it was

suggested by P. Morris et. al. [25] and also in the work of Cummins and Rudman [34].

In this method, for every fluid particle that gets close enough to the boundary (when

the distance is lower than a certain threshold), a ghost particle on the other side of the

boundary is created. [34] prefers assigning a velocity to this ghost particle directly the

sign-changed velocity of the fluid particle, while [25] states that the velocity assigned to

the ghost particle should be a function of the fluid particle’s velocity and its distance to

the boundary. Also, the ghost particles are assigned a pressure equal to the fluid particles.

[34] also suggests the creation of additional particles outside of the domain when corners

are present, using the information of the other ghost particles surrounding it. This way of
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handling the boundaries was not chosen in this work. The main reason is that, throughout

this work, a generic as possible SPH algorithm was tried to be produced, so that different

types of fluids can be modelled with the freedom of creating the boundaries, and this

method of creating the boundary particles is poorly effective on curved boundaries and

corners. Also, from the computational point of view, it involves a lot of creation and

destruction of particles, which makes it computationally expensive, thus inconvenient.

Another method to handle the wall boundaries condition is to revert the normal com-

ponent of velocity of the particles when they are close to the boundary, which is known

as “Perfect Reflection”. This is the simplest way to handle the boundaries and works in

the following way: when a particle comes as near to a wall as a previously set threshold

value, the normal component of its velocity with respect to the wall is reverted directly.

This method suggested by Monaghan [35] was not chosen for this thesis work, as it was

thought that it does not simulate the fluids hitting a wall and losing some of its energy

effect as it makes the particles bounce directly from the boundaries.

The final method to produce the impervious wall effects is creating a force field to be

applied to the inside fluid particles when they are near enough to the boundary. In this

method, the boundary particles exert a force to the fluid particles in order to keep them

passing through the boundary. In the literature, two types of boundary forces are present,

which are explained below.

The first type of boundary force was proposed by Monaghan [3]. The force is calculated

as:

Bi = D
((r0

r

)p1
−
(r0
r

)p2) rij
r2

(60)

where r0 stands for the range the force is effective (typically taken as 1 or 2 times the

initial spacing ∆s), and the boundary force is set to 0 when r > r0, with r being the

distance between the boundary and inside particle. The D is a parameter depending on

the problem (for dam breaks for example, it was suggested to be taken as 5gH being g

the gravitational acceleration and H the height of the dam [3]. Finally, p1 and p2 are

coefficients that can were advised to be taken as 4 and 2, or 12 and 4 respectively.

The other type of boundary force that exists in the literature of SPH, which was also

suggested by Monaghan in a more recent article [36], was proved to work better than the

previous one. This force has the following form:

Bi = nR(y)P (x) (61)

where x and y are respectively the absolute tangential and normal distance between the

boundary and inside particle, n is the unit normal going inside the particle domain from

the wall, and R and P are functions with the following form:

R(y) = A
1
√
q

(1− q) P (x) = 0.5(1 + cosπx/∆s) (62)
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R function depends on q as can be seen above, and q is defined as q = y/2∆s with ∆s

being the initial spacing of the particles. R function is calculated according to equation

62 if q < 1, otherwise it is 0. A is parameter described as:

A =
1

h
(0.01c0

2 + βc0vij · nj) (63)

with β being a parameter that is 1 if the particles are approaching, 0 otherwise, so that

approaching particles’ velocity can be diminished more effectively. The P function is

calculated as long as x < ∆s , otherwise it is 0.

Although the second type of boundary force (equation 61) has a more advanced for-

mulation, this type of boundary forces were not desired. The main problems come from

the coding point of view and generalization of the force. Notice that in the first formula-

tion of boundary force (equation 60), the force vector direction is determined naturally as

the formulation includes the vectoral difference of the positions of the fluid and boundary

particle, while the latter formulation (equation 61) works with the normals going inside

the fluid domain. This makes the latter formulation harder to be used for curved bound-

aries, moreover the fluid side of the boundary has to be marked, which forces it to work

in one direction only.As the main aim of this thesis is to program a very generic numerical

implementation of SPH, the first type of boundary forces were chosen and implemented.

The drawback of the first algorithm for the boundary forces is that. It is a purely repulsive

force which does not take into account the fluid particle’s velocity at all, it is a function

that only works with the distance between the two particles.

In this work, whenever possible, a natural way to implement the impervious wall

boundaries was preferred, that is keeping the boundary particles at position while updating

their densities and pressures, so that when a fluid particle comes near the boundary the

boundary particle’s density will increase, and it will reflect the change on its pressure so

that a pressure field would be created on the boundary that will repel the fluid particles. In

primative trials, additional layers of stationary boundary particles were put as suggested

by [31], and their pressures were obtained by avereging from the boundary particles that

are in the innermost layer of the boundary with respect to the fluid domain, however later

it was observed that this was unnecessary computational effort as additional calculations

must be done for these outside layers of particles.Boundary forces of the first type were

implemented, however not used when not necessary in this work, as they do serious effects

on the velocity profile, and also it causes even more noise in the pressures results due to

its nature of being an artificial translation to the particle. However, in certain cases they

are necessary, for example when a fluid is striking to a wall with a very high velocity,

the pressure field generated by the change of the density of the wall particles may not

be enough to hold back the fluid particles, which causes the fluid particles to penetrate

through the wall. Also, as will be seen in the results section of this thesis (chapter 7), there
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are certain cases that a smaller sound velocity ends up in better results, so the boundary

forces are needed as the boundary particles are not sensitive enough to create repulsive

pressure fields with a small choice of soundspeed. As a result, the boundary forces are

sometimes used and sometimes not, and this is indicated at the explanatory part of each

example throughout this work.

5.5.2 Free Surfaces

Tracking the free surfaces in SPH is essential as the particles on the free surfaces

should be identified and their pressure values should be corrected as 0. In the weakly

compressible algorithm (WCSPH), the tracking of the free surface comes naturally and

there is no pressure assignation, however for the solution of the linear system of ISPH it

is essential, as dirichlet boundary conditions must be applied to the free surface.

One way of doing this, as suggested by Liu et.al. [13], is to count the number of

neighbours for all the particles, and to identify the ones that have a number of neighbours

significantly lower than the average number neighbours for a particle so that they can be

classified as free surface particles. This method was not selected for the work of this thesis,

as it is likely to lead to errors in cases of the fluid splashing to a wall and particles becoming

relatively apart from each other. In such cases, although the continuum is present, some

particles in the core of the domain may be recognized as free surface particles if the

explained method is used.

As an alternative, the method used to track the free surface particles used in this thesis

is the one suggested by Lee et.al [31]. The method depends on calculating the divergence

of position of the particles using SPH. In order to calculate the divergence, the formulation

used for the divergence of velocity was adapted to the position, so the formulation was

derived once again using 20. The formulation for the divergence of position can be seen

below:

∇ · r =
∑
j

mj

ρj
rij · ∇iW (r − ri, h) (64)

For a 2D simulation, the divergence of position is 2 for a particle in the core of the

domain, and much lower than 2 when the Kernel radius is truncated at the free surface.

Different threshold results were tried and the divergence of position values of particles

were used to catch the free surface particles in the most efficient way.

5.6 Neighbour Searching

The SPH method relies on distributing certain attributions of the particles to the

neighbouring particles which fall inside a preinscribed region, so the searching for neigh-

bouring particles is an essential part of SPH. Due to the lagrangian nature of the method
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Figure 8: A sample of the BINS algorithm, with the search radius of the particles as 2h.

The considered particle is shown in black. The particle pair distance calculations will only

be carried out with the particle that fall in the grey region. Image taken from [13]

the particles follow the motion of the fluid, so the particle searching should be done at

every time step and the neighbour lists should be updated. Making the search considering

the distances between all the pairs of particles would end up in calculations with an order

of N2 with N being the total number of particles, which would be excessively time con-

suming. In the SPH simulations presented in this thesis, the BINS neighbour searching

algorithm which was already present in KRATOS was used. The BINS algorithm uses

the linked-list method to search for the neighbours. The method depends on dividing

the domain into square cells each with a side of h (it may also be 2h or 3h, depending

on the Kernel.), the searching radius. So that, when the neighbours of a particle will be

searched, the cell that the particle falls in is encountered, and only the distances between

the particles that are in that cell, and the neighbouring cells are calculated, as it is certain

that there is no possibility that the particles in the other cells can be a neighbour of the

considered particle. In figure 8 a figure demonstrating the form of the algorithm can be

seen, with the considered particle in the middle and the neighbouring cells around it.

Using the BINS algorithm is essential as it reduces the order of the calculations signif-

icantly. [13] states that if the number of particles in each cell is not too big, the method

can be said to be of order N . From the programming point of view, it requires creation

of extra parts to store the background cells that are used for the search, however this use

of memory is acceptable for the robustness gained. In chapter 6 it will be shown that
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neighbour searching is the most costly part of the algorithm for the computer, so the

robustness gained from this part of the algorithm is more valuable than other parts.
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6 The SPH Application: Coding Aspects and Used Soft-

ware

In this chapter, the created SPH application to model open surface fluid flows will be

explained. Firstly, the pre and post processing package used will be introduced and the

problem type generated on it will be given in detail with the important points of the pre-

processing. Later on, the created solver on the general purpose finite element framework

KRATOS [37] will be explained in detail. Some performance tests done on the created

solver will be presented showing its weak points and highlighing the aspects that affect

the total solution time for the simulation.

All the code was generated, compiled and run on the same computer which has the

following specifications: Intel i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz x 8 cores , 8 Gbyte of RAM with

Linux operating system version 12.04. The number of processors for parallelized operations

is set to 4.

6.1 The Pre and Post-Processor : GiD

The pre-processong and post-processing of all the examples shown in this thesis is done

using GiD [38]. GiD is a universal pre and post-processing program developed in CIMNE.

It has its own meshing algorithms which were used in the developed application to mark

the initial location of the SPH particles through the node positions.

The pre-processing consists of creation of the following steps:

• The creation of the model geometry.

• Necessary adjustments for meshing and creating a structured mesh for the sake of

creation of the nodes for later on.

• Meshing the domain in order to create the nodes.

• Assigning the necessary problem parameters like total-time of the simulation, vis-

cosity of the fluid, search radius of the particles etc.

• Giving the command to start the solution of the problem.

In order to make a standard for entering the parameters, a special problem type for

SPH was created under the GiD program. The problem type has the special variables

built-in inside it that will be used in the solution. The full list of variables are given later

on in this chapter while explaining the work flow of the developed solver (see section 6.2).

In a typical fluid flow problem, 3 types of variables have to be marked on the notes in the

pre-processing. The fluid volume has to be marked with the IS WET flag, the fixed wall
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nodes have to be marked with the IS STRUCTURE flag and the innermost layer of these

boundary particles have to be marked with the IS BOUNDARY flag. The last parameter

is only necessary if several layers of boundary particles will be used (see section 5.5.1 for

details on the boundary particles).

In figure 9, the parameter window of the problem type can be seen. Most of the

parameters listed are self explaining. The “ReferenceDensity” is the material density.

The “output step count” parameter is taken to write a post-processing file at every desired

amount of time step. The initial spacing value is taken to be used in the formulation of

the boundary forces, and the search radius does not stand for the whole search radius, but

for the h parameter (see section 4.2 for the difference). The “element choice” box stands

for the Kernel type choice to be used for the approximations in density, pressure term and

the viscous term. Every number is associated to a type of Kernel inside the application.

The maximum and minimum values of the axises are taken in order to create a bounding

box where the solution is carried out, such that if a particle manages to escape out of this

box the particle is eliminated from the solution. This bounding box is common in such

particle methods, so that if a node is left too far from the main domain area by nature

or an error, it can be deleted and the solution can be continued without any problems.

Finally the solver type is selected as the “Weakly Compressible SPH”. The application

created was done in a way that further on it can be expanded, so the type of solution to

be applied was seen as necessary to be indicated.

When a geometry of fluid is created to be analyzed for the fluid flow, one important

point is that it should be created apart form the boundary. This is mainly done to create

the desired amount of fluid; if the fluid is created attached to the boundary and the

meshing is done such that the boundary and fluid share some nodes, these nodes will

be used in creation of stationary boundary particles instead of the movable fluid ones.

Moreover making the fluid attached to the wall causes problems with the fluid particles

that are next to the wall at the initial configuration. Especially when the collocative

density approach is used and the reference density is obtained by an initial approximation,

the wall particles that have the fluid particles next to them in the initial configuration will

have higher reference densities than the ones that dont have a fluid particle next to them.

When these fluid particles try to get apart from the wall, the boundary particles’ density

falls and pressures also change regarding the state equation, so the pressure driven forces

pull the fluid particles back to the wall. As a result of this those particles get stuck on the

wall. In order to prevent this effect, a distance of 1 search radius should be left between

the initial positions of wall and fluid particles. In figure 10 this effect is demonstrated.

Also, using a low soundspeed causes the particles not to stick on the walls even if they

are created too near. However, using such low soundspeeds may cause the need of using

boundary forces to keep particles inside depending on the problem.
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Figure 9: The parameter entering window GiD problem type of SPH that is used for the

pre-processing.

A problem that is caused by making the fluid material apart from the boundary is that,

if the effective radius is not set big enough, a small effect of the fluid column falling and

strking the boundary occurs. This creates a small shockwave, which may causes an error

of positions in the original fluid geometry. Especially when the continuum approximation

of density is used, the effect of this shockwave is more visible.
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(a) Particles Get Stuck (b) Particles do not get stuck

Figure 10: Two cases with fluid particles getting stuck at the boundary and not getting

stuck. Using low sound speeds cause the particles not to get stuck, however may create

the need of using the boundary forces. The distance of the initial dam geometry from the

boundary should be adjusted with care.

6.2 The Solver : KRATOS Multiphysics

The solver used for all the examples in this thesis is KRATOS. KRATOS is an open-

source numerical method implementation code written in C++ and Python. It is mainly

developed in CIMNE, while many international resarchers also make their contributions.

It is currently capable of solving problems with numerical methods in the areas of Compu-

tational Solid Mechanics [39, 40] (CSM), Computational Fluid Dynamics [41, 42] (CFD),

Fluid Structure Interactions [43, 44] (FSI) and Thermal Problems [37, 45]. Particle meth-

ods such as Discrete Element Method (DEM) also exist in the contents of KRATOS.

The work presented here in this thesis was developed to be one of the applications

of KRATOS, an SPH method for simulationg fluid flows. Below, the main aspects of

KRATOS will be explained, followed by the steps taken in the development of the program

and some comments about the key points of the algorithm.

KRATOS is the solver code that takes the input data from GiD, solves the problem

and returns the results again to GiD for post-processing. The input-output operations,

and the general flow of the program is managed from Python. Python’s ability of running

without the need of compilation, and its object oriented nature makes it perfect to control

the workflow. As compilation is unnecessary, the different calculations and methods can

be compiled in C++ and run from Python at ease.

The main body of the solution, which consists of all the implementation of the numer-

ical method and arithmetical operations is performed in C++ in KRATOS. The object-

oriented approach is followed in the coding structure of KRATOS. The main object classes

of KRATOS can be seen in figure 12. These classes are already present in KRATOS in

an optimized form. Throughout the programming of this work, having these classes with

their special member functions was a big advantage, so that common mathemetical oper-

ations like taking the norm of a vector could be done with the member fucntions of these
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classes without further need of programming.

Having the neighbour searching algorithm readily coded and optimized inside KRATOS

is a big advantage for development of particle methods like SPH. Although the applied

BINS algorithm seems simple, optimizing it for high particle quantities requires advanced

computer programming knowledge, so having a robust parallelized neighbour searching

algorithm was highly appreciated. The used algroithm of the neighbour searching inside

KRATOS is the only part that was not developed as a part of this thesis but used in the

developed SPH application.

The structure of KRATOS is seperated into layers, so that when a new application

is to be developed, the coding can be done up to the needed layer, and the objects in

bottom layers of the application do not need to be coded. This allows the program to

be used and modified by people who are not advanced in programming, and removes the

needs to program basic mathematical operations related to vectorial differential calculus,

and matrix operations. The available linear solvers are optimized in their contents, which

allows the program developer to use them freely. The data storing structure can be

accessed to create new variables and elements through the Macro codes already available,

so that the flexibility of the program to develop new algorithms is increased.

A chart showing the layers of KRATOS can be seen in figure 11. The basic classes like

Geometry,Vector and Matrix remain in the bottom layer, while Node and Element classes

that are 1 layer above are derived using them. This hierarchy of the classes gives the

programmer a big advantage, allowing for example a variable on a node to be accessible

from anywhere of the program. When a rather general sub-algorithm is needed, like

particle neighbour searching, they are programmed to the base algorithms level. This

makes these general algorithms become available for other people working on other projects

inside KRATOS, expanding the capabilities of the program.

All the above mentioned capabilities and felxibility of KRATOS makes it easy to

program. Despite the initial steepness of the learning curve, using it for people with an

average level of C++ programming experience is trivial. For the new programmer, once

the concepts of understanding the generally followed structure in the developement of an

application and effective use the already available member functions are clear, developing

the rest of the application can be comfortably done.

Nextly, the developed application will be explained with some computational cost

analyses performed on the developed application.

6.2.1 The Developed Application: Meshless Solver

For the work of this thesis, an application was developed inside KRATOS that is able

to apply the SPH algorithm to fluid flow problems.

In section 4, the general variables that a particle carries were listed. when it comes
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Figure 11: The chart showing the different layers of KRATOS.Image taken from [37]

Figure 12: The chart showing the main object classes of KRATOS.Image taken from [37]
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down to programming, some additional variables were attached to the particles in order

to have more control on the workflow of the algorithm. The full list of variables assigned

to the particles can be seen below

• Mass

• Position

• Velocity

• Moving velocity → Used when velocity corrections are applied (see section 5.3.3)

• Pressure

• Viscosity

• Search Radius → The radius that determines the neighbours of a particle

• Effective Radius → The effective radius h of the particle

• Is Structure → Used to differentiate the boundary and fluid particles.

• Is Boundary → The innermost layer of boundary particles, only necessary when

several layer of dummy particles are used in the boundary.

• Is wet → Used to mark the initial fluid area.

• RHS → The total right hand side of the momentum equation for a particle, used

to update the velocity

• Bodyforce Acc, Pressure Acc, Viscous Acc, Boundary Acc → The compo-

nents of the RHS variable

• Dens Variation → Created to keep the track of the density variation of the parti-

cles.

The fact that the RHS variable, which comes as an acceleration vector for the particles,

does not need to be broken down to pieces like pressure and viscous acceleration is well

known. However, this breakdown gives advantage of easiness when debuging is concerned.

Different types of forces acting on the particle can be tracked down seperately in case of

errors.

The particles were programmed in C++ as an element with its own object class, so the

sub-algorithms like updating the density, or updating the pressure with the state equations

were all programmed under this element class as member functions. As the neighbour ids

of a particle are also stored in the element, approximations for a field variable could be
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done easily under this class. The main algorithm serves as the main body of the solver,

calling the necessary functions of the elements. An advantage of this is that, later on if the

application is meant to be expanded for different types of SPH or other similar meshless

algorithms, new element functions can be written and used directly from the main solver

algorithm, as well as the existent ones if convenient. Also, several function names are

optimized in KRATOS and using them saves computational time.

The general workflow algorithm of the developed application can be seen in algorithm

1. The right hand side calculation step calculates each of the terms of the momentum

equation and includes boundary forces if specified. If the continuum method of density

updating is considered, a computational advantage can be gained by combining the right

hand side calculation loop with the updating density loop. In our calculations, they were

kept as seperate as we tried both of the density updating approaches.

The programming was done completely in serial, except the neighbour searching part,

which was already available in a parallelized framework. It should be noted that paralleliz-

ing the generated SPH algorithm is trivial for the majority of the process. This is because

of the explicit nature of the algorithm and the meshless structure. The operations that

are performed on the particles result in changing only the considered particle’s variables,

so these calculations on the particles can be parallelized with ease.

6.2.2 The Profiling: Detection of the overhead cost of the algorithm

After a computer application is coded and made to function, finding out its weak

points and optimizing them gains importance. Applying a profiling to the application is

an effective way to do this. Profiling allows us to see the amount of time spent at each

function of the developed code and the corresponding percentage found from the total

time. This allows us to find the slow parts of the algorithm, which are commonly called

the parts with high overhead cost.

In order to make a profiling to the SPH algorithm, the CPU-profiler [46] tool supplied

by Google Performance Tools (google-perftools) was used. The still water example with

the medium resolution particle distribution was used (see section 7.1 for details of the

example). The total time of the simulation is set to 2 seconds. The profiling was done on

results with using the Quadratic Spline Kernel with effective radius to the initial spacing

ratio (h/∆s) as 1.6. An particle in the core of the domain has around 21 neighbours

including itself, which was considered to be big enough to make a long run and have

averaged results to determine the slow part of the algorithm.

The profiling results were obtained by the help of the tutorials in [46] and [37]. After

the profiling, a list is obtained giving the functions of the algorithm and the percentage

of time spent on them. The first few lines of the profiling output can be seen below:
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Algorithm 1 The Weakly Compressible SPH algorithm for free surface fluid flows (WC-

SPH)

Require: The pre-processing values are already read from GiD

1: Create SPH particles from the existing mesh

2: Search neighbours of particles

Initialize particles

3: for all particles do

4: Initialize density (set ρ0)

5: for all particles do

6: Calculate the right hand side of the momentum equation (the acceleration vector)

Start the solution loop

7: while the final solution time is not reached do

8: for all particles do

9: Check time step and decrease if needed

10: for all particles do

11: Update velocities

12: Update positions (with velocity correction if desired)

13: Search neighbours of particles

14: for all particles do

15: Update density (Collacative or Continuum)

16: Update pressure (through the state equation)

17: for all particles do

18: Calculate the right hand side of the momentum equation for next step

19: if it is a result writing step then

20: Create a post-process file for GiD
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% of time spent Cumulative % of time spent Function Name

19.9% 19.9% atomic conditional increment (inline)

18.1% 38.0% boost::detail::sp counted base::release (inline)

5.4% 43.4% omp get num procs

4.8% 48.2% shared count (inline)

4.6% 52.8% Kratos::SPHparticle::CalculateRightHandSide

The first 4 functions that appear in the list, namely; atomic conditional increment,

boost::detail::sp counted base::release, omp get num procs and shared count result from

the operations of the neighbour searching process, and the 5th is a function from the

main body of the algorithm, the one that calculates the right hand side of the momentum

equation for all particles. Considering the fact that only the neighbour searching part of

the algorithm is in parallel and the rest is in serial, this result showing us that almost

50% of theirsolution time is spent on neighbour searching shows that that part has a

very high overhead cost. This slow fashion of this part is mainly due to a programming

malfunction. The shared type pointers are used when storing the neighbours of an element,

and appearently OpenMP type parallelizing does not work well with these type of pointers.

The fact that some processors have to wait until the others are over slows down the running

speed of the algorithm, and this events happening can be verified by the high percentage

of “omp get num procs” operation. This operation normally is very fast as it only gets the

number of processors, however when the algorithm reaches there if there are still occupied

processors the process slows down significantly.

6.2.3 Solution time analysis

As proven in the previous section, the neighbour searching part is the bottleneck of

the SPH algorithm as it has the biggest overhead cost. In this current section, an analysis

of its effect in the total solution time of the algorithm will be tested.

In the beginning of this chapter, the specifications of the computer that was used was

already given. The still water example with the medium particle resolution (see section

7.1) was used. The Kernel selected is the C2 Spline Kernel and 9 different h/∆s ratios

were used for comparison. A soundspeed of 40 m/s was used and the total time of the

simulation is set to 1 second. The results of this analysis are given below:
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Figure 13: The graph of computational time spent for the solution of 1 second of still

water simulation using diffrent h/∆s values.

h/∆s ratio Computation time (seconds)

1 379.5

1.5 442.1

2.0 533.2

2.5 645.6

3.0 748.4

3.5 882.7

4.0 989.2

4.5 1120.7

5.0 1250.7

The results obtained that are presented in the table above are shown on a graph in

figure 13. With the increasing h/∆s ratio the computational time increases as expected.

This increase is mainly because of the particle searching, as it takes more time with in-

creasing search radius. Also as a secondary effect, when particles have more neighbours,

the loops over the neighbours to calculate field variables and derivatives of field variables

take more time. In practice, h/∆s ratios as high as 4 or 5 are never used, as it causes ex-

cessive smoothing that produces spurious results. However they were used in this analyses

in order to point out the effect of big search radiuses on the computational time.
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7 Results and Comparison

In this section, some common benchmark tests will be reproduced in order to test

various aspects of the weakly compressible SPH algorithm that was used to create the

application. The solver and the pre-post processor explained in detail in chapter 6 are

used for the solution of all the examples in this section. The created geometries and

obtained graphs are directly from the pre-postprocessing program GiD (see section 6.1

for details about GiD). As it will be seen from the created dam break geometries, the

fluid volume has to be created some distance apart from the boundary, in order to create

the desired amount of fluid volume, and also for the correct functioning of the boundary

particles (see section 6.1 for more info on this issue).

7.1 Still Water

Simulating the still water is one of the simplest benchmark problems to test a numerical

method used to simulate fluids. As a result of this, it was the first problem to be tried

with the SPH algorithm. Various aspects of the SPH algorithm were tested using the

stillwater example, by keeping all parameters constant and changing one of them so the

effect of that parameter could be seen.

A sample geometry was created, in a square container of 2 meters side, a still water of

1 meter of depth was modelled. 3 different meshes were created, so that a coarse, medium

and fine resolutions of particles were tested on the same geometry. The three meshes are

created using the initial spacing between the particles as 0.01 m (fine), 0.02 m (medium)

and 0.05 m (coarse). The three particle placement configurations can be seen in figure 14.

As will be seen later on in the dam break examples, the normalizations and additional

corrections are necessary for those flows to be simulated. However for free surface exam-

ples, these corrections are not necessary. The normalizations are used in order to include

the effect of small amount of neighbours of the free surface particles, but no other velocity

corrections or artificial elements are used for the still water examples, unless the effect of

an additional correction is being tested out. In such cases, the additional correction or

corrections included are stated with the reasons of including them and their effects.

Nextly inside this chapter, several aspects of the stillwater example will be demon-

strated. Before each example, the problem parameters used in that example are stated.

7.1.1 Soundspeed effect

The effect of using different soundspeed values were tested on the still water example.

Using only the coarse mesh configuration described, 3 different soundspeed values were

tested: a small soundspeed as 8 m/s, a medium soundspeed as 20 m/s and a big sound-

speed as 100 m/s. The simulated fluid is water with 1000kg/m2 density and 0.001 Pa · s
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(a) Coarse Mesh (780 particles) (b) Medium Mesh (4950 particles) (c) Fine Mesh (19900 particles)

Figure 14: The Stillwater example with different meshes. The particle numbers indicate

the number of fluid particles only.

dynamic viscosity. For all the approximations, the Quadratic Kernel was used with h/∆s

ratio equal to 1.6 and the density is updated using the collocative approach (see section

5.2). Using the collocative approach produces spurious pressure results on the free suface

as known, however as this part is for testing the incompressibility it is not under attention.

The incompressibility will be tested by looking at the water level after 1 second and

comparing it to the level at the beginning of the simulation. In figure 15 the levels of still

water of the three trials can be seen. The red lines on the figures mark the beginning

level of water, and the level of water after 1 second can be seen. As expected, using lower

soundspeed values lower the incompressibility effect; with 100 m/s the water is almost fully

incompressible, and the compressibility increases when we decrease the soundspeed. One

thing that should be noted is that, when we use the lowest soundspeed (8 m/s) the still

water is not still anymore, instead it keeps compressing and relaxing on its own, although

it is hard to show on paper. This test shows us that in order to reach a stable solution, a

big enough sound speed value has to be used. However, using a too big sound speed would

cause problems; firstly because of the small time step (see section 5.4), and secondly and

more importantly the incompressible behaviour has to be enforced sufficiently, otherwise

inaccurate results are inevitable because of the high compression rate of the modelled

fluid.

As it was already mentioned while explaining the boundary conditions (see section

5.5.1), the boundary forces are not needed with high sound speed values, as the boundary

particles have enough pressure changes to push the particles away. This was valid for these

produced examples, except the case with the low sound speed. Only in that example, the

boundary forces were activated in order to keep the particles inside the fluid domain.
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(a) High Sound Speed (b) Medium Sound Speed (c) Low Sound Speed

Figure 15: Effect of soundspeed on incompressibility using the stillwater example.

7.1.2 Kernel type effect

As it was explained previously in chapter 4, the Kernels can be seperated into two

different groups according to their shape, the bell-shaped and spiky type Kernels. In this

section, the difference of using these types of Kernels will be demonstrated.

The medium resolution still water configuration introduced previously was used in or-

der to demonstrate the Kernel effect. The fluid is simulated as water (density is 1000kg/m2

as we are working in 2D), soundspeed was taken as 50 m/s and the initial spacing Kernel

radius ratio (h/∆s) as 1.6. The Quadratic Kernel was selected as the Spiky Kernel, and

the C2 Spline was selected as the bell-shaped kernel. Notice that both Kernels are effective

up to 2h of radius, so that the effective areas are the same.

In figure 16, the two simulations at different time steps are given. As can be seen,

after some time the bell-shaped kernel seen in figure 16(a) causes the particles cluster and

form groups of 2-3 particles. On the contrary, as can be seen clearly in figure 16(b), in

the simulation results obtained by the spiky Kernel this particle clustering problem is not

visible. This difference occurs as a result of the different gradient properties of the two

types of Kernel functions (see section 4.2 for the detailed explanation).

An important note that has to be given is that, although the solution with the bell-

shaped Kernels suffer from particle clustering, the solution is stable. Therefore later on

with the dam break examples, the bell-shaped Quintic Spline Kernel was also a choice as

its higher order smoothing and good second derivative behaviour makes it a more stable

Kernel than the spiky type Quadratic Kernel.

7.1.3 Convergence Tests

The Still water example was used to test the convergence of the method. The con-

vergence test will be done by two different approaches. Firstly, the medium coarse mesh
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(a) With C2 Spline (Bell-Shaped) Kernel (b) With Quadratic (Spiky Type) Kernel

Figure 16: Still Water at different time instants simulated with bell-shaped and spiky type

Kernels. The particles in bell-shaped simulation tend to form pairs or groups of 3, because

of the decay of their Kernels’ 1st derivative when particles get closer.
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example will be run for a long time (10 seconds) and the convergence of the pressure and

the two components of velocity will be examined. Also, the 3 still water examples pro-

duced with different particle resolutions will be run to see if the pressure results converge

to a particular value.

For the first convergence test, a still water simulation of 10 seconds was made with

the Quadratic Spiky type Kernel with h/∆s ratio as 1.6 for all approximations. The

collocation type density approximation was used, and a particle that was originally at

0.1 m above the bottom of the container was tracked. In figure 17 the evolution of the

pressure and the two components of the velocity of this particle can be seen. As can be

seen, the results have initially a good convergence, however the oscillations start occuring

after a while although their magnitude does not grow so the solution is stable.

As an attempt to lower these oscillations, the addition of artificial viscosity was tried.

This term, explained in chapter 5.3.4 is included with the α parameter as 0 and β param-

eter as 1. The rest of the parameters of the problem are kept the same, and the results

obtained from this trial can be seen in figure 18. As can be seen from the results, the

artificial viscosity lowers the magnitude of oscillations significantly on the pressure results.

The velocity results also seem better, as we can see the velocity X goes to 0 for a while,

then starts oscillations around 0 while the Y velocity has smaller oscillations than the

previous trial without the artificial viscosity.

The effect of articial viscosity is that it increases the uniformity of the particle dis-

tibution, which is of great importance in the accuracy of SPH. As will be seen later on

with the dam break examples, simulating low viscosity fluids is relatively harder because

the particles tend to move more freely and at those points the artificial viscosity and the

velocity correction (see chapter 5.3.3) has great importance. In order to demonstrate that

higher viscosity helps the accuracy of the method, a final trial to test this was made with

water of high dynamic viscosity (0.1 Pa ·s) and without the artificial viscosity. The results

of this final trial for this convergence test can be seen in figure 19.

As it can be seen from the results, using a higher viscosity lowers the magnitude of

the oscillations occuring in the results, without the help of using an additional artificial

viscosity. This is mainly a result of viscous forces keeping the order of the particle distri-

bution; as the viscosity increases, the independent motion of the particles decrease so the

distribution is more uniform resulting in more accurate results.

Another convergence test was done by increasing the particle resolution, which cor-

responds to refining the mesh for meshless methods. The previously mentioned threee

different mesh configurations were used, with water as the material, and the Quadratic

Spiky Kernel for all approximations with h/∆s ratio as 1.6. The same particle that is

0.1 m above the bottom of the container in the middle is tracked, and again 10 second

simulations were done so that the convergence of the results, especially the pressure results
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Pressure

X Velocity

Y Velocity

Figure 17: The tracked water particle’s pressure and velocity component evaluations for

t=10 seconds.
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Pressure

X Velocity

Y Velocity

Figure 18: The tracked particle’s pressure and velocity component evaluations for t=10

seconds when the viscosity is taken 100 times higher. Notice that oscillation decrease

again in magnitude.
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Pressure

X Velocity

Y Velocity

Figure 19: The tracked particle’s pressure and velocity component evaluations for t=10

seconds when the viscosity is taken 100 times higher. Notice that oscillation decrease

again in magnitude.
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could be tested. Obviously the results do not make the perfect convergence for pressure

because of the heavy noise that causes the oscillations, but an averaged result can be

estimated from the center of the oscillations. Artificial viscosity was used, as previously it

was proven to help reducing the noise on the results. The pressure results obtained from

the 3 different particle configurations can be seen in figure 20. The analytical solution

for the pressure at that point is simply p = ρ ∗ g ∗ depth = 1000 ∗ 9.81 ∗ 0.9 = 8829, and

we can see that the midpoint of the oscillations get nearer to the analytical solution with

the incresing resolution of particles. However, it should be noted that with the incresing

resolutions, the computation time of the simulation increases dramatically (see section 6.2

for details).

In order to demonstrate the mesh refinement effect, the 3 plots in figure 20 together

with the analytic result for the pressure at 0.9 meter of depth were put on the same graph

for comparison, which can be seen in figure 21. As can be verified from this graph, the

initial oscillations occur in all particle configurations, however with the refinement of the

particle resolution, the oscillations decrease and the results oscillate nearer to the real

value.

As it was explained and demonstrated by examples, the mesh refinement causes the

oscillations to decrease and the numerical solutions oscillates nearer to the analytical

solution. However, when we take a look at the general pressure distribution of the example,

the results are not very promising. Figure 22 shows a typical pressure distribution. The

effect of the noise on the pressure field can be seen on the figure clearly, which prevents

us to obtain accurate results using the weakly compressible SPH algorithm.

7.2 Dam Break Examples

The dam break problem is one of the classical benchmark problems to compare nu-

merical methods in CFD, especially used to compare the free surface evaluation and the

general pattern of motion of the fluid. Many real experiments have been done on the

subject, and snapshots taken from them at certain time instants allow us to compare the

solution results with the real fluid motion. In this thesis, the solutions applied to a dam

break with water, the dam break of a shampoo column and the dam break of a water col-

umn with an obstacle infront of it will be compared with corresponding real experiments

obtained from various sources in the literature [47, 48]. The source of each problem will

be given in the corresponding section with the details of the problem geometry. Note that

the figures given for the geometry of the problem are not scaled. The SPH discretization

will also be explained with the parameters used.

One important aspect of these simulatons that has to be pointed out is that the air is

not modelled in the SPH solutions, while for the experimental setups it is impossible to

exclude it. This is mostly visible in the last dam break example that will be presented,
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Pressure with coarse particle resolution

Pressure with medium particle resolution

Pressure with fine particle resolution

Figure 20: The convergence of pressure results with coarse, medium and fine particle

arrangements. Incresing the particle resolution not only lowers the oscillations, also makes

the center of oscillations get nearer to the analytical solution.
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Figure 21: The three solutions for pressure obtained at a point shown together with the

analytic result.

the dam break with the obstacle. A detailed explanation of this issue is present in the

corresponding example.

The pressure distributions obtained will also be demonstrated, showing the compres-

sion areas at instances and the noise appearing in the field. It will be seen that the

additional corrections applied to SPH are of great importance in certain points, by keep-

ing the results more stable and preventing the simulation to explode.

7.2.1 Dam Break of Water Column

The dam break column experiment made by Koshizuka in 1996 [47] was compared with

the results obtained from the developed SPH application. The results were compared

until 1.28 second of total time, at time instants roughly 0.25 seconds apart from each

other. The problem geometry and the applied SPH discretization can be seen in figure 23.

The selected Kernel is the Quintic Spline Kernel for all approximations due to its good

smoothing abilities and high order, and the initial spacing Kernel radius ratio (h/∆s) is

set as 1.6 with the initial spacing ∆s as 0.005 m. The soundspeed value was used with

respecting the rule of thumb that says we should have a Mach number around 0.1. The

maximum velocity is expected to be around 5 m/s, so the soundspeed was selected as 50

m/s to enforce enough incompressibility on the solution.

A single layer of boundary particles were used as can be seen. The additional dummy
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Figure 22: A typical pressure distribution in a still water example solved by SPH. Notice

that the pressure layers are visible, however excessive noise exists in the solution which

causes inaccurate results, mainly because of the use of a state equation.

boundary particles were used in the beginning, but later it was seen that they are not

necessary with a sound velocity that is high enough as particles never get to be too close

to the boundary (see chapter 5.5.1 for an explanation of this matter). As the continuum

density approximation was used, the density deficiency does not occur in the boundaries.

The comparison of the SPH approximations with the experimental results can be seen

in figure 24 at different time instants. As it can be seen, the free surface tracking results

are accurate, however the splashing effect at the last time instant can not be captured

well with SPH. This is believed to happen because of the use of additional corrections on

the simulation. The artificial viscosity and the velocity correction were used simulating

this examples, in order to obtain a stable soltion. The use of the velocity correction helps

simulation especially in the advancing front of the dam by making an additional smooting

on the velocity of the particles. Although its absence may not mean failure in the solution,
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(a) The problem Geometry

(b) The generated Mesh (5151 particles)

Figure 23: Dam break with water geometry and the applied SPH particle discretization.

The number in paranthesis denotes the number of fluid particles.

its importance increases when low viscosity flows are under consideration. In this dam

break of water column problem, the pressure driven forces are 3 orders higher than the

viscosity driven forces. When more viscous fluids are under consideration, this difference

falls down to 1 order and velocity field of the particles obtain a more uniform fashion, thus

the velocity correction and introduction of artificial viscosity is not essential. In the next

example, a shampoo column which has very high viscosity will be taken into consideration

in a similar dam break problem, and this concept will be explained.

As explained, the usage of aritificial viscosity makes us able to obtain results with low

viscosity, however it has a big effect on the pressure results. This effect shown in figure 26.

As it can be seen in the figure, due to the use of artificial viscosity, the pressure results

noise is excessive and results to a stance that the whole of the pressure results do not make

any sense. This is the disadvantage of using additional corrections; they make the particle

motion more accurate and the simulation more stable, however increase the inaccuracy of

the pressure results as the introduced elements do not belong to the natural physics of the

problem. When these additional are not used the particle pressure distribution obtained is

nearer to the real distribution, as will be seen in the next example of the shampoo column

dam break.

7.2.2 Dam Break of Shampoo Column

The dam break of a shampoo column was made to make a test with high viscosity

fluids, so that the effect of viscosity could be seen on the simulations with SPH. Unlike

the other dam break examples, in the shampoo column dam break example, no artificial

viscosity or velocity correction was used. As the shampoo’s high viscosity is enough to keep

particles together those additional corrections were not needed. The problem geometry

and generated particle configuration can be seen in figure 27. The initial particle spacing
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time = 0 sec

time = 0.258 sec

time = 0.516 sec

Figure 24: Comparison of results between experimental results and SPH solution at dif-

ferent time instants for the dam break of a water column example. Notice that the free

surface evaluation is accurate.
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time = 0.775 sec

time = 1.032 sec

time = 1.282 sec

Figure 25: Comparison of results between experimental results and SPH solution at dif-

ferent time instants for the dam break of a water column example.
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Figure 26: A pressure distribution obtained from the dam break of water problem solved

by SPH. Notice that the results do not make any sense, the noise is out of control. In

order to show the fluid pressure distribution the limits of the graph were lowered, which

causes the dissapearing of some high pressure nodes at the boundary.

∆s is set as 0.002 m and the used Kernel is the Quintic Kernel that goes until 3h of

distance from particles. The h/∆s is set as 1.4, and the soundspeed is taken as 50 m/s

like the previous dam break of column example, although as the shampoo’s speed will be

lower, a smaller soundspeed value can also be chosen. The density of the shampoo volume

is 1048 kg/m2 and its viscosity is 8 Pa · s.

In figure 28, the comparison of the experimental results obtained from [48] with the

SPH results obtained from the created SPH solver are compared. As it can be seen, the

evaluation of the free surface is in good agreement with the experimental results. The

effect of the high viscosity should be noted: Although there is no artificial viscosity or

velocity correction to keep the particles together, the splashing effects are a lot lower than

the previous dam break with water example. When the material is shampoo, the pressure

driven acceleration and the viscosity affected acceleration forces have the same order, thus

the viscous forces are very effective compared to using water as the fluid. Thus, it can be

said that when high viscosity fluids are considered, the existing viscous forces are enough

to keep the necessary particle order to obtain a good solution, so additional corrections

are no longer needed. Evading the use of the additional corrections like artificial viscosity
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(a) The problem Geometry

(b) The generated Mesh (6670 particles)

Figure 27: Dam break with shampoo geometry and the applied SPH particle discretization.

The number in paranthesis denotes the number of fluid particles.

also lowers the amount of computational work done per step, which is explained in detail

in section 6.2.1.

A typical pressure distribution of the shampoo column dam break problem can be seen

in figure 31. When we compare this result to the pressure distribution from the previous

example of dam break of water pressure distribution, we can easily see that it is a lot more

uniform. This is due to the fact that no additional corrections were used in the solution

of shampoo dam break problem. However, the effect of noise in the pressure results can

be seen clearly from the checkerboard mode appearing visibly in the left upper corner of

the fluid volume. Again, it can be said that although pressure results are better than the

previous water example, they are not sufficient enough to be used when high accuracy is

desired.

7.2.3 Dam Break with Obstacle

The dam break with obstacle example, that was experimentally tested by Koshizuka [47]

was regenerated to be compared with the free surface evolution results obtained from SPH.

The problem geometry was recreated using SPH particles as can be seen in figure 32. The

particles were placed with an initial spacing of 0.002 and h/∆s ratio was taken as 1.5.

Soundspeed was chosen as 20 m/s which is rather small but efficient enough. Having a

smaller soundspeed helps to obtain bigger time steps and do the simulation in a shorter

computation time, especially with small particle densities like this example (see the time

step restrictions in section 5.4).

The most complicated part of this problem for SPH appears to be in between times

0.1 and 0.2, when the fluid particles strike the obstacle and splash. Without the use of

artificial viscosity, the stability is not trivial to encounter in such sharp turns and splashes
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time = 0.1 sec

time = 0.2 sec

time = 0.3 sec

time = 0.4 sec

Figure 28: Comparison of results between experimental results and SPH solution at dif-

ferent time instants for the dam break of a shampoo column example. Notice that the

free surface evaluation is accurate.
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time = 0.5 sec

time = 0.6 sec

time = 0.7 sec

time = 0.8 sec

Figure 29: Comparison of results between experimental results and SPH solution at dif-

ferent time instants continued (continuation of figure 28).
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time = 0.9 sec

time = 1.0 sec

Figure 30: Comparison of results between experimental results and SPH solution at dif-

ferent time instants continued (continuation of figure 29).
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Figure 31: A pressure distribution obtained from the dam break of shampoo problem

solved by SPH. Notice that as no artificial elements of SPH are used, the pressure dis-

tribution is better than the previous dam break of water problem. However the noise

appearing in the pressure field is inevitable.

with fluids with low viscosities.

As it can be seen clearly in figure 33, the free surface tracking results for this example

are also very accurate. Especially the splashing from the step and striking the vertical wall

on the right at times 0.2 and 0.3 are captured very efectively. However a difference that

exist between the experimental data and the SPH results is that the air bubble behind

the step can not be captured in the SPH solution as the air particles are not modelled.

This difference can be seen at time 0.5 most clearly; in the left the experimental result

signs that the air gets stuck in the air for a while due to the air beneath it, while the SPH

water particles fall directly to the boundary underneath them.

As already mentioned previously in the dam break of water and shampoo examples,

the usage of artificial terms and additional correction alter the pressure results. The same

effect is visible in the pressure results of the dam break with obstacle problem. In figure 35

a pressure distribution obtained from the problem can be seen. It can easily be observed

that the pressure results are spurious. The compression zone before the step can be seen

by the high pressure red particles, but when we take a general look to the pressure field,

it can be seen that the results are not trustworthy.
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(a) The problem Geometry
(b) The generated Mesh (10878 particles)

Figure 32: Dam break with obstacle geometry and the applied SPH particle discretization.

The number in paranthesis denotes the number of fluid particles.
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time = 0.0 sec

time = 0.1 sec

time = 0.2 sec

time = 0.3 sec

time = 0.4 sec

Figure 33: Comparison of results between experimental results and SPH solution at dif-

ferent time instants for the dam break with obstacle example. Notice that the free surface

evaluation is accurate. (continuation of figure 29).
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time = 0.5 sec

time = 0.6 sec

Figure 34: Comparison of results between experimental results and SPH solution at dif-

ferent time instants for the dam break with obstacle example. (continuation of figure

33).

Figure 35: A pressure distribution obtained from the dam break with obstacle problem

solved by SPH. Mainly due to the aritifical elements used while obtaining the solution,

spurious pressure results occur inside the fluid domain.
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8 Conclusions

In this Master’s thesis, an SPH application for modelling incompressible free surface

flows was developed using the knowledge obtained by the reasearch already present in the

literature about the method. Weakly Compressible SPH algorithm was implemented with

all possible modifications and its capabilities were tested using various benchmark exam-

ples. Moreover, the coding and problem creation solution procedure used were explained

and the robustness was tested pointing out the weak points of the algorithm. As a final

chapter of this thesis, the conclusions derived from the conducted work and some possible

future studies that can be done on the developed application will be summarized.

As a result of this work, the following conclusions can be derived:

• It can be said that the weakly compressible SPH (WCSPH) algorithm is efficient for

capturing the free surface evolution of open surface flows, however the presence of

noise in the pressure fields makes it impossible to produce reliable pressure results.

• A drawback of WCSPH can be said that it has many variables and coefficients to be

tuned in order to have the application work well with fluids of all viscosity ranges.

The coefficients of the additional corrections and artificial elements have to be set

well in order to help the solution stay stable while the fluid motion is not highly

affected.

• The soundspeed and the equation of the state are possibly the most important parts

of the WCSPH algorithm. Choosing a higher soundspeed and stiffer state equation

for the simulation enforces the incompressibility in a stronger manner, however then

the simulation is weaker to particle disorders resulting in the blowing up of the

numerical method. Using a small soundspeed allows us to obtain solutions with

bigger time steps, however it may oblige us to use extra boundary forces in order to

keep the particles inside the domain as boundary particles’ pressures do not form a

strong enough pressure field to repel the particles with low sound speeds.

• Several additional improvements appear in the literature to improve the performance

and reliability of the SPH method, however it is hard to apply these improvements

without being sure of not altering the natural pyhsics of the problem.

• Obtaining a stable SPH solution is a lot easier for fluids with high viscosity than

the ones with low viscosity. As demonstrated in the results section (chapter 7), high

values of viscosity make the particles move in a more orderly fashion, minimizing the

instabilities and inaccuracies caused by the disordered particle configurations. When

fluids with very low viscosities are to be simulated, an artificial viscosity or velocity

correction has to be applied in order to keep the particle ordering well enough, so
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that stable solutions can be obtained. However, these additional corrections and

artificial elements alter the obtained pressure field results, thus carries the scientific

results part of the simulation away from the reality.

• Using a high order Kernel like the Quintic Spline Kernel is the safest solution for

WCSPH simulations as higher order derivatives are reproducible, however as it is a

bell-shaped type Kernel the particle clustering is inavoidable when the fluid in the

container starts to become still after its movement. Quadratic Kernel comes out to

be its main rival from the opposing family of Kernels, however its stability limits are

lower than the Quintic Kernel. Although not presented in this thesis with results,

the other Kernels explained in section 4.2 were also tried, however they performed

poorly compared to higher order Kernels.

• Increasing the effective radius h increases the smoothing and is helpful, however

using excessively high effective radiuses cause a big increase in the solution time.

• When the particle resolution is increased, i.e. more particles are placed in the domain

while keeping the rest of the parameters constant, the obtained solution is more

accurate. However, the increase in the total number of particles result in the use of

more memory by the computer so the time passed to obtain the solution increases

significantly.

• The neighbour searching part is the most time consuming part of the algorithm.

This was an expected result due to the knowledge obtained previous studies done

on the SPH method.

• Paralellization of the SPH algorithm is trivial, as particle variables are changed

independently and explicitly during the loops performed over elements.

• Although not considered in the study of this thesis, non-Newtonian flows can also

be modelled easily using the SPH algorithm. Actually, the programming was done

in such a way that later on with minor additions non-Newtonian models can be

introduced by using suitable algorithms to change the particles’ viscosity variables.

As a final conclusion, it can be said that WCSPH algorithm for free surface flows would

not be the best method if high precision results are demanded for engineering problems.

However, if pressure field values are not of great importance and the fluid motion effect is

the main concern, SPH can be a very convenient choice. High capability of catching the

free surfaces and easy problem preprocessing due to the simplicity of the method makes it

a suitable simulator to be used for computer based software products that would need a

liquid motion simulation. These type of softwares can be exampled as computer animations

and video games. The ease of programming and easy parallelization property can easily
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be exploited with high performance computing to create realtime animators and even

interactive applications. When such applications are considered, the accuracy of pressure

field or the level of compressibility would not be an issue. So, the artificial elements of

the weakly compressible SPH algorithm can be exploited without paying attention to the

pressure results. This can be extended to a fluid motion creator application in which the

user does not need to have any CFD knowledge to model fluid motions and model any

type of fluid motion in a desired geometry with ease.
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